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_,_ FOREWORD
I . !- This final report presents work which was conducted for Lsn|ley Research
I P Center (LaRC) in response to rcqutronents of Contrscr. NA31-16983. The york
r !
i presented was performed by REMI'E_I, Inc. Huntsville. Alebane and ts entitled6
•' ''MINIVER Upjrede Fo_ The AVID System''. The final report consists of th:eo
[ volumes.
! Volume I: LAh'MINUser's Manual
r
:_:, Volume II: LANMIN Input Guide
"! Volume III: EXITS User's and Input Guide
! The NASA technical coozdlnatlon for thi8 study was provided by Ms. Eath=yn
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The aerothernsl software developed for use in the AVJD system (Ref. l) is
documented in three volumes. The first volume provides • detailed description
of the Lsn81ey version of MINIVER (LANMIN). Volume II provides s users input
snide to the LANMINcode, and Volume III $1ves a description and input snide for
the Explicit Interaotive Thermal Structures (EXITS) code.
/
The overall information flow for the aerothermal software in the AVID sys-
tem is jlven in Fij, 1.1. Volumes I and II cover the components within the
dashed lines of Fie. 1.1, end Volume III documents the remainder of the
software. As shown in Fij. 1.1, the input to LANMIN is made via an input file.
This file is a card imaSe and thus can be treated as card input as discussed in
_ Section 2. The preprocessot'8 prime function is to produce this input file• A
-_. description of how to use the preprocessor (PRF/fiN) is jiven in Section $. The
output from L_ZN is documented in Section 4.
_ The LANMIN projram consists of $1 routines and one main projrm. A compar-
ison of the set of LANMIN routines with the MINIVER routines is |ivan in Table
-- 1.1. The conduction related routines were eliminated frou the MINIVER code when
8eneratinj LANMIN. All conduction related routines were incorporated in the
EXITS code documented in Volume III. Thirteen routines which were retained fram
the orijinal MINFv'ERcode have been modified. Twenty-two new routines have been
added to the code in crestin8 the LANMINversion.
l lee flow diasram for the LANMIN code is |ivan in Ftj. 1.2. Functions and
e
block data arc listed to the side. The dissram shows the cellini hierarchy for
the subroutines. The input to LANMIN is throush the MAIN. An output file can






LANMIN MINIVER LANMIN MINIVEil LANMIN MINIVER
AIR62 AIR62 INTP1 SWCIL3 SWCYi..3
ATMS4 ATMS4 INTP2 TBLIN 'IBLIN
BLOC][ LBSI1)2 TINT6 TINT6
BLOCEA MAINe H800 TRANSe TRANS
BINTRP BINTR_ #MATRES VANOUT
#CHEEVY MOLIERe MOLIER VRA71
BTHICg kSLPROPS _ VRUNL
CONE #NEWT WRINPe WRINt'
CPIAF #OPTMYZ WRTOUT





_: DINT1 PMID PMID
i_ DOWNID DOWN]]) #PEINTA
i #DRIVEL RADEQTO RADF.,GtT
. . DSTMI, REGIME
DWNSTMe DWNSTM RHOMUR RHOMUR
ECKERT ECKERT SLOPE #SETMUP
FJ)PARM EDPARM SPCHZO SPCHI _,
• ERF SPFP
_:._ FAYRIDe FAYRID #STABLE
_, FINd $THEAT
_,_ FINPEH #STOCK
:; FINPEP SWC'_ SWCYL





' °These Subroutine8 Have Been Modified.
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The card input to LANMIN has been broken into sixteen fnnotional areas• 1
I
Those arose ere as follows:
(I) Title




(6) Flow Anllo Data
(7) Anlle of Attaok Option
(8) Crossflow Data
°,, (9) Transition Criteria
' (10) Host Transfer Options
(11) Heatinl Multipliers
; (12) Trsnsfornations
i (19) Sutfaoo Condition
'_ (14) eooaetry Data
:: I (15) Initial Conditions
i_"i! (16) Control Paraaeter8
[
t Nest of the input for these areas involves spe©ifyin i the values for the 'l'











CARD COLUMN INPUT VALUE
NO.
1 1-20 tl Initial time, sec (W(1))
21-40 &tl Printout tnterva_ 1, sec (W(2))
41-60 t2 Second time, see (W($))
2 1-20 At2 Ptlntout interval 2, see (W(4))
21-40 t3 Third time, sec (W($))
41-60 At3 Printout interval 3, se© (W(6))
$ 1-20 t4 Fouzth time, sec (W(7))
21-40 kCALC C#Ioulatlon Interval factor (W(8))
, Note: If less than three printout Intervals are desired,
the unused parmmeter must be input as zero.
_- ,, Format (3F20,6, 2F10,6)
! -- _m= - m
CARD COLUMN INPUT VALUE
NO.
1 1-20 Number of time dependent table entries (W($0) limit = 50)
e
2 lm20 Time (t), see (W(51)--W(100))
21-40 Altitude (s), ft (W(101)_W(150))
41-60 Velo©lty (v), ft/seo (W(151)--W(200))
61-70 Ausle of AttscJ_ (a), dejrees (W(211)--W(260))
71-80 Yaw An|le (_), de|tees (_(651)--W(700)) !
6
O0000001-TSAIO
' (4) aTAFormat J(13, F10.6) •
LOCATION OPI'IONOR DATA
FORMAT(I$) FORMAT(F10.6)
" 010 AtmospherelFr©ostresm Properties Option Flal (A_)
0. Freostrosm properties are defined usln8 the J,9.(_ U.S.
_IJI_LF__. Trajectory data arc required input.
1. Wind tunnel input option -
Fteeatresm static temperature end pressure are input in
locations 451-500 and 501-$$0, respectively, as a function
of time. The time data and fzoestzeam velocity data are
input in the TRAJBCTORYDATA card set with the altitude
i_ (z®) set equal to zero.
I
_i 2. Freestream static temperature and pressure are input in
_J
• locations 451-$00 and $0z-S$0, respectively, as a function
of altitude. Altitude values are t_put in locations
401-450. Trajectory data (time, 81tit_de, velocity and
an|le of attack) are required input.
#. Freestream properties are defined usin8 The 1963 Put,ink
Ai_PoreeBsse(P_B) A,_IWJULb_. TraJectoi-7 datu are
required input.
$. Freestream propertiea arc defined usins The 1971y,_
j Kefercnc9 Atmosphere. Trajectory date are required input.
6. Freestream properties ere defined uslnsThe1973_jL_/jL_LFA
Hot DavAtmosohere. Trajectory data ate required input.
7. Freestream properties arc defined ustu|Thcl_7_LW_LJ_2JLFA
Cold DsvAtnosohcre. Trajectory data are required input.
8. Freestresm properties are defined usin| The 1971 [en_edv
L0.[DavAtnosohere. Trajectory data are required input.
9. Freestream properties are defined usinS The 1971[euedv
Cold Day_. Trajectory date are required input.
Freosttosm Properties Data Input as Follows:
" 400 Number of table entries (Limit $0) Enelts
401-450 Table of altitude data, ft
O
451-500 Table of froestream temperatures, R






LOCATION OI_ION OR DATA
FOR_T (1_) FORMAT(F10.6)
031-036 Flowfield and Local Pressure Option Finns (FF)
046-04B Flowftald and pressure option flaks arc input bej_nnink in
Location 031. A total of 9 locations are available
(051-036 and 046-048). The first flowftsld option flak
_ust be input in Location 031, followed by additional
flowfteld and pressure option flsss, as _eeded. Location
number must be used in ascendtn8 order. Flowfteld and
pressure flake always occur in pairs except for FF - 39
(Swept L_linder) and FF = 29 (Prandtl Meyer expansion).
Flowftold Options:
j
35. Sharp _edso Shock Ankle.
The shock ankle for a sharp wadis is determined from a
built-ln table of sharp wedse shock smile as a function
of upstream Maoh number and the wedse or flow deflection
amble. The vedse ankle is input.
36. Sharp Cone Shook Ansle.
The shock ankl_ for • sharp cone is determined from an
internal table as a f_uction of the co_e half-aujle and
the upstream Msch number. The cone half-shale is input.
98. Oblique and Normal Shock. s
The actual shock anjle is input. An ankle of 90 _opres_nts
• normal shook.
39. Parallel Shock.
Used alone oz as a last option to indicate that d swept
cylinder or parallel shock solution is deslre_ (no pressure
fit| needed). The ankle-of-attack or shock amble is input.
For swe_t cylinder the input ansle is the (90"-_) vhere
is the neap an|le in dekrees.
Y
LOCATION OPTION OR DATA
FORMAT (13) FORMAT (FI0o6)
031-036 Local Pressure Options:i,
046-048 14. INPUT Cp as a funotlon of M_ for the location W(649) - 1.0.
Data Stored in TCPM( ) - Cp, TNCP( ) - Mm, NCPMTm number of
Math Numbers.
]5. Tangent Wedge Pressure Coefficient.
The local pressure coefficient for a t_n|ent wedse Is deter-
mined from • built-ln table as a function of the wod|e anals
end the upstream Msoh numbcx. The wedge angle is input.
16. Tangent Cone Pressure Coefficient.
The local pressure eoeff_ient for • tanssnt cole is _otLrnlned
from • built-ln table as • function of the cone half-angl_, a_J
the upstream Maoh number. The cone half-angle is input.
17. Oblique Surface Pressure.
Provides pressure solution for • surface whose shock anglo is
slightly greater than the surface angle-of-attack or flow de-
flection angle. The shook angle must be known and input under
the flowfield shock option (flowfield option 38). The input
pressure angle is the surface angle-of-attack or flow deflection
anglo.
18. Modified Newtonian Pressure - Oblique Shock.
Local pressure is _alculated as a function of the local slope.
Local total pressure i8 used with this option.
The local body anglo is input.
Prandtl-Meyer Expansi_n:
29. Thla option provides • Pnndtl-Meyer expansion and Is used fol-
lowing any one of the local prsssure options. The input angle





LOCATION OPTION OR DATA
FORMAT(13) FORMAT(F10.6)
037-045 Flow Angle Data Input. i _
The angles required e• input by the flowfisld options are input
b_gtnning in l_cation 037. These data must be input in the sane
order as the flowfteld option location requiring their input.
(i.e., the angle input in location 037 must correspond to flow- ;








)ii ........................................ _ .............. -- ................
i_ LOCATION OI_ION OR DATA ¢!
_- FORMAT1131 FOP_T (F'!O,,6)
_i:'_ ........................................................................................ ..................... !An|le,-of_Attac_ Opt ion
!Y _ngles input in locations 03 m and 038 are adjusted wlt_.,l.n
i=_ ths program to account for angle-of-attack, If it lg
i" desirable for oth_1: anglos input in locatlone 03_o thraulh
045 to be adjusted for angle-of,-attack, the f_l. lowlng
_,_ control, parameters, must be input:
!_ 261 1,, Initialized in Main!_-
i' 262 2, Initialized in Maini
:" 265 $. Varies anglo in Locatlon 039 (input data)
i 264 4. Varies anjle in Location 040 (input data)
i
i_" 265 $. Varies anglo In Location 041 (input dat_.;
: " 266 6. Varies anglo in Location 042 (input da_};---:t
i } 267 7. Varies angle lu Location 045 (input data)
' 268 8. Varies _ngle in Location 044 (input data)
• 269 9. Varies an_le in Location 045 (input d_ta)
! I I0
r
" ' ..... "° "" "_.......:' ........... 00000001-TSA14
'._'.JrmatS(T_. ;-_. _)
i
, lOCATION OPTION OR DATA
FOPJ,T(IS) FOUAT(FlO.6)
am_s_,l i | i LI
• 201 Cfossflow Option Flag (CFFLO)
1. Constant Width Root•nile (Ideal Gas).
This method assumes • constant width rectangle and ideal
gas ohordwiso velocity gradi_nt. Required inputs •re
corner radlus, Re, and width, Do.
3. Constant Width Rectan|le (Real Gas).
This method •saunas • constant width rectangle end
real gas chordwise velocity gradient. Required inputs
are width, Do, and the velocity gradient correction
factor, U. The term U ©an be varied from 0,31 for •
flat surface to 1.0 for • swept cylinder.
3. Sharp Edged Delta Configu_ations (Ideal Gas).
This method assumes • sharp edged delta configuration
and ideal, gas ohordwise velocity gradient. Required
input is the delta 8weep •nile _.
4. Dolts Configuration (Real Gas).
This method assumes • delta oonflg_stion and real |as
chordwise velocity gradient. Required inputs are the
delta 8weep angle, _, and the velocity gradient
correction factor, 0. A sharp edged delta configuration
is ropoesented by U=0.$1. An input of _=1.0 p_oduoes
ozossflov on a pointed cone whose half angle is (90-),),
Crossflov DAta Input
203 Rectangle Width, DO (ft)
203 Delta wing sweep angle, _ (dog)
204 Real Gas velocity g_adient correction factor, U




LOCATION OFTION OR DATA
FORMAT(13) FORMAT(F10.6)
027 Transition Criteria Option Flag (TRFLAG) 4
I. This option allows transition from l_niner to t_rbulent flow to
occur at a particular ttmo in the trsJectoty. The time (sac)
vhen transition begins Is input in location 014, The time (see)
when fully turbulent flow ts reached is input in location 020.
2. This option is the same as option 1, ezcept transition is from
tuzbulent to 1--that.
3. Transition based on the Reynolds number R,o Input requirement,
are the onset Reynolds number (P_A1, loc|_ion 014) and the fully
turbulent Reynolds number (PARA2, location 020).
• •
Transition based on R -, . Input requirements are onset
4. Reynolds number (P_ location 014) and the fully t_bulent
Reynolds number (P)JU_2, location 020).
S. Transition based on _ (MDAC-E transition parmaeter). Required
inputs are the onset value of _ (PAR_Lt, location 014) and the
fully turbulent value of _ (PARA2, location 020). The parameter
is defined by the equation,
• 0.2]
= Re_ [Mo (PeUe/_o)
6. Transition based on _ (see option $). Transition onset
determined from built-in curve of _ as a function of angle of
attack. The psrJ-neters P_ and P_A2 are not required in_dt.
Transition zone length Is determined from the ratio,
LLLr  Rs/Ls O.SBT
This ratio is input in location 028, if desired. If no valua is
input, the program will select a value from a built-in table of
lOljs Roe versus ratio.
7. Transition based on built in cuz_e date of onset R __ versus
Me (Rockwell International criteria). Transition e_Kne length
determined in the same manner as option 6.
O
8. Transition based on Ree /M. Input requirements ate onset
value (PARAL1, looation 014_ end the fully turbulent value (PARA2,




028 Transition Zone Length Retie
.............++ " 0000000"I-TBB02
(10) _ _ OPTIONS
For:nat $(13, F10.6)
LOCATION OPTION OR DATA
FORMAT(I3) FORMAT(F10.6) if
011 Beet Transfer Method Option FIe| (HIYL_)
I. Fay-Riddell Stesnation Point Method.
Required input data are nose radius RN (location 012) and
flovfield options SR end 18 with shoe_ and pressure 8nsles
of 90 de$rees. An option available (location $1J) viii
allow dissociation to be considered (Levis no. = 1.4) or
not oouetdered (Lewis no. = 1.0).
20 Cato/Johnson Swept Cylinder Method.
Required input date 8re local cylinder radius RN (looation
012), sweep •nile k (location 017), flovfteld option 98
with a shock ansle of 90 desrees, and flovfteld loot1
pressure option 18 with • pressure •nile of (90-_) desrees.
9. Eekertts Referen©e Enthalpy Flat Plate Method.
Required input dst• are the runnins lenjth (location 019)
• nd Manjler transfornatlon factors for both Imlnar •nd
turbulent flme (locations 015 end 016, respectively).
4. Eckert/Spaldiuj-Chl Flat Plate Method.
Required input data are ru_nin8 lensth, L (looation 013)
•nd Mansler tzensfoz_netton factors for both 18_insz and
turbulent flcm (location 01S and 016, respectively). If
the Van Ka_nan BeynoldW8 Analosy factor is desired,
input a 1,0 in location 319 othervise it uses Colburn's
equation.
S. Boetns p p Flat Plate Method.
Requiredrl[put is the runnins lensth L (loostlon 019).
6. Modified Beekwith/Oallasher Swept Cylinder Method.
Required input data are local cylinder radius ]L_ (looattou
012) and flowfteld option S9 with • shook ansle"of (90-_).
7. BoeiuS p___ Swept Cylinder Method.
Required_t_put date •re local cylinder radius R_
, (location 012) and flovfleld option S9 with • e_ook ansle
of 90-_).
• 8. Lees, Detra and Bidelso Hemisphere Method.
Required input data hemisphere nose radius R_ (lo©stton
012), runnins lensth L (looation 013), looal'_ody slope 6
(looation 017), flowfield op_lon 98 with t shock shale of







_ _o Beftin end Goodrt©h, Leeside Orbiter Hesttn|.
;", Requires Fay and Riddell input (R_ - I foot for full scale)
and wl_dwsrd wall onthalpy for W(_I). If W(21) = 0.0 durln|
input, W(21) = 480 BTU/Ibm (2000'R well).
10. Bushnell and _etnstein, Flap Reattechnent Beet/n|. J
Input is the same ss for heat transfer option 4 plus Flap
len|th is input in w(22). R_ntnl length ts to the hiule
line. If separation and resttechneut does not occur, option
4 methods aze used.
| 11. Fivel, Fin-Plate Peak Xntezference Heating. Input is the
same as option 4, which is the default option if the fin
shock detaches, plus special values for this option.
IF W(30) - 0 the fin anglo is used, IF W(30) = 1.0 the
angle of attack Is added to the fin angle, and XF g($0) = 2.0
the yaw angle, _, is added to the fin smile. The length
from the fin leading edge to point of interest along the
fin i8 input in W(25). The flu angle zelatton to the
local flow at m = _ = 0 Is input In_(26).
$15 Dissoeletion Option
I This option is used with the Fay-Riddell stagnation point
• equation (HTIq._ = 1.0, location 011).
i 0. Diisociation considered (Lewis nunbez = 1.4)





LOCATION OPTION OR DATA
" FORMAT(I3) FORMAT(P10.6)
J | ,, • j | , ss , ,,,
Multiplication Fsetor Input
Heat transfer multlplioatlon feature oan be input as 8
oonetant value, 8 funotlon of trsJeotory tlse and/or 8
funotion of upstream Maoh number. All three input options
may be used, if desired. All multiplier value are
multiplied tojether to obtain an overall value.
018 Constant Multiplier (Luminar)
019 Constant Multiplier (Turbulent)
320 Number of Time Dependent Table Entries (Limit 10)
321-330 Time Table, see
331-340 Multiplier Table (Laminar)
941-350 Multipl ier Tabl • (Tu_bul ent)
960 Number of Math Number Dependent Table Entries (Limit 10)
361-370 Maoh Number Table (Lo810 Moo )
971-380 ._ultiplier Table (Laminar) (Lois, hi/hu)Lk M








LOCATION OPTION OR DATA
FORMAT(I3) FORMAT(F10.6) .,
319 Roynold's Analosy Factor
0. Assumes Colburn's Reynold'8 Analogy factor defined as
S = (P_) s/. 4Generally used for destIn)
1. Assumes Von Esrman Reynold's Aualoj7 factor defined by
|
$ = 1 + S(Cf)" [(Pr- 1) + In ([$Pr + 1]/6)]
(Generally used for prediction)
029 Vi_tual Orijin Option (VRIq_)
O. Uses the seonetric runntnj lenath in the heat transfer equations.
1. Corrects the |eonetric runnin8 lenjth to account for the onset of
i transition. Uses the corrected runninj lenjth in the turbulent
host transfer equtions.
" Man|let Transformation Factors
015 Laminar Factor = 3 Cone
016 Turbulent Factor = 2 Cone




LOCATION OPTION OR DATA
FORMAT415) FORMAT4F10.6)
, |, ,. Ls. ._ - .L . ,,
021 Windvatd Botton Centerline Wall Enthalpy (Btu/lbn). _i
Used with heat transfer option (9) for orbiter lcesido hestin|
ml i 3
Materlsl Emissivity ii







! . . ., _ Ji. i . . . . i
LOCATION OPFION OR DATA
" FORMAT(I3) FORMAT(FlO.6) _
i i i L | I I I II I
. Geometry Data Input (Constant)
012 Nose or Leading Edge hdiu8, ft
013 Gee .,_ri©Running Length, ft
017 Local Slope or Sveep Angle. des
i i ,i i
Geometry Date Input (Function of Time)
S60 Nuaber of Table Hurries (Limit 10)
561-570 Time, see
$71-$80 Nose Radii, ft
$81-590 R_ing Length. ft
591-600 Local Slope or Sveap _L_gle, dog
_:! 601-610 Viev Factor (not used)
,, ii i| L J
354 Susfaoe D/stance to start of turbulent boundary layer. The
value input in location 354 is subtracted from the total
'i running length input in location 013 to provide the nay
•_ running length for t_tbulent heating.
i_ ......
_! Format 5(I3, F10,6)
,)
.] LOCATION OPTION OR DATA
i FOHMAT(I3) FORMAT(F10.6)
..... i i ii S i s ii i J
. 024 Initial Temperatuto_ F _:









LOCATION OPTION OR DATA
FORMAT (13) FORMAT (FIO.6)
209 Continuity Opt ion b
O. Convective Beatln| Load initialized,
I. Convective Reatln8 Load not initialized.
314 Rarefied Geometry Option (h_CS)/
O. Sharp cone rarefied equations used
Z. Fiat plate rarefied equations used
611 Body Point Numberb_
641 ProBram Input Control Parameter (3F][)
This parameter must be the last entry in the Control
Parameter Card Set (must be ) 0.0).
1. Read new case data usin8 title, timin8 parameters
and trajectory data fzom previous ease.
(Uses all unehanBed case data from previous ease.)
2. End of input data (use with last case).
3. Read new title and timinj parameters and use traJectozTo
data from previous ease.
(Uses all unchanBed case data from previous case.)
4. Read new title, tlmin$, trajectory and case date
(Initially zeros full W array)
5. Same as 1 (except zeros all ease data from previous ease).
6. Same as 3 (except zeros all tint,S perameters and case
data).
642 Print Option (_FQQ)
O. Normal Miniver printout
I. Normal Miniver printout plus VANOUT (summary) printout
2. VAt4*_UTprintout only
18
643 O. No output file from VANOUTcrested
1. OUTPUTFILE fron VANOUTcrested
646 RArefied Flow Option (NONCON)
0o Continuum flow equetions ere used throughout fli8ht
I. Continuum end rerefied flow equations ate used.
dependin8 on flow re|ins encountereo durin| fliihto
648 Output Units Option
0. Enil ish
Io Metric
t t • t
649 Pressure Coefficient Input Option (_FCP)
These cards follow 641 8peoiftoettons
Card 1 NCPMP (I3)
Card 2 M®, Cp (2F10.6)
Card 9 M_, Cp (2F10.6)
0. hessure coefficients are not input
i I. Pressure ooeffi©ients are input (Flowfteld option 14).
650 Cone Flow Option (NSB)
This option is used only when rerefied flow oondition8
ere oonsidered (control Parueter 646.) "t
O. Uses chirp cone ©orrelstion8 •






This section contains descriptions of L, subroutines used by the prepro-
cessor code PREMIN. PREMIN is an interactive preprocessor code for LANMIN.
PREMIN creates a file t_at is in the same card lmaSe format as discussed in Sec-
tton2.0and is used as the input file for LANMIN. The primary infornstiou in-
cluded in this file is the 'W' •tray. A definition of all the elements of the
tW' array is |ivan in Appendix A.
The PREMIN prosttm consists of 18 routines and one main prosram, and is ca-
pable of creattn8 a new output file or modifyin$ •n old one. The routine INPUT
is used to input the file to be modified and the routine OUTPUT is used to
create the output file. A macro flow diasrn of PREMIN is in¢iuded in Fijure
3-1.
: • 3.1 MAIN
MAIN performs the task of nanaStnj the rest of PREMIN. The de ¢er_.in•tion
of whether PREMIN i8 to create a new output file or modify an oid output file is
_ade within MAIN. After the method i8 determined, MAIN r,•lls the required
routines in their proper 8equenue a c•8e •t • time. The variables transferred
in Connou or used 88 control flaBS by MAIN are:
IIN - Interactive Input - FORTRANUnit Number *
IOUT - Interactive Output - FORTRANUnit Number ,_
MMLAG-0 - Enslish units
MFLAG=I - Metric units
FLAG=0 - Create new output file
FLA6=I - Modify old output file
_PLAG=I -l_evioua case deleted l
INSERT,.1 - Current case inserted
t
TFLAG=I - TITL1 currently defined i
FNAM6 - Name of input






NI) -Number cases deleted
HI - Number cases inserted
TaLl - Title of s set of cases
NCPMT - Number of Much numbers in CP vs. Much number table
_-' NCPMTS - Saved value of NCPMT from previous ease
TMCP - Much number array for CP vs. Math number table •
TMCI_ - Saved values of TMCP stray from previous case
TCPM - CP •gray for CP vs, Mseh number table
TCYMS - Saved values of TCPM •tray from pre_ioua case
g - Asray of values created and modified by PREMIN
(always in Enalish units) (nee Appendix A for cent, Iota
de script ion)
VW - Final array copied to output file. Copy of 'W' array
except chsnaed to desired output nits.
3.2 SUBROUTINE INPUT
Subroutine INPUT ts called by MAIN and performs two functions. If IB which
_ is the parameter passed in the subroutine call equals 2 then INPUT zeros out the
values in the W •rr•y •ccordin8 to the Projram Input Control Parameter of the
last case and ret_sns to MAIN.
IF XB=I then INPUT reads an eziJtin8 LANMIN input file for the purpose of
PRF_IIN ere•tins 8 new LANM]_q input file. INPUT first zeros out the W array ac-
cording to the Prosram Input Control Parameter of the last case and then reads
in data for • simile case from the input file. INPUT keeps track of the current
_, case number and inserts and deletes cases.
3.3 SUBRO_INE MODII_
Subroutine MODIFY is called by MAIN to modify the W array for the current
ease. MODIFY calls a requested s_foutino in order to modify or redefine •
specific section of the W ar-_ay. MODIFY is also capable of chanstn8 the value
of a specific W nmber.
3.4 SUBROUTINE TIMING
Subroutine TIMING is called by MAIN or MODIFY to define the Tininl Parame-
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tare and Print Control values. TIMING asttlns values for W(1) throu|h W(8) and
checks to see if the n_b_r of print times exceeds 100. SI]_ equals the total
number of print timas.
3.5 SUBROUTINE TRAJ
Subroutlne TRA$ Is called by MAIN or MODIFY to define the trajectory data
t
!L
_;i to be used. TRA$ obtains this data from a usez supplied trajectory file or lu-
ll teracttvcly via the terminal.If the trajectory is read from a trajecto._y file, TRAJ first determines
whether Beta data is included and the nmabex of time dependent table entries.
IRAJ then reads ALT, VEL, AmBle of Arts©k, and YAWAmBle (if included) for each
TD_. After obtaintn$ the trajectory data from the trajectory file, TRA$ will
display the trajectory data on the terminal 20 lines at a time waitin8 for a
carriase return between paaes. After display TRA$ sires the user the opportuni-
ty to modify the trajectory data.
The format for the trajectory file is an A80 for the title on line one.
Line two contains the Beta flaj ustnS an I2 and the number of trajectory ;,nee
cain[ _n FIO.$. The rest of the file contains the trajectory data n_in_ either
a 4E15.4 or a $E15.4, dependin8 on whether or not the yaw amble _st_ is includ-
ed.
The other method of creatins the trajectory d_ta is via the terminal by iu-
puttin$ a llne at a time. After deflnin8 the trajectory in this manner, TRAJ
proceeds to display the trajectory data on tL terminal as described above.
After the trajectory data table is displayed on the terminal, the _ter ie
|ivan the opportunity to modify part or all of the trajectory. TRA$ enables the
.I user to insert, delete, or chanae a llne of the trajectory. After modification,
-i the trajectory _s displayed on the terminal at before.
22
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Once the user is sstlsfled that th_ trajectory is complete TRAJ will e_abla
the user t_ create a new trajectory file with a new u_ar supplied file name.
The varlablaa used In TRA.T arm:
d
FNAM1 -The filensme of the traJector file,
LINE - The number of • llne at the trajectory table.
TITLE - Title of the trajectory file.
BFLAO-I - YAW An|Is Included vlth trajectory.
3.6 _UBROUTINE ATMS
Subroutine ATMS is called by MAIN or JH)DIFY to select the Atmosphere option
to be used,
9.7 SU' _ZOUTINE WNDTUN
Subroutine WNI)TUN is called by MAIN st MODIF" if the Atmosphere Option 2
was selected. WNDTUN defines the Atmospheric data for a Wind Tunnel case,
WNDTUNsets values for Too and P_o for each time point of the trajectory NPTS Is
the number of t:Lme points.
3.8 SUBROUTr_E ATMDTA
Subroutine ATMDTA is called by MAIN or MODIFY if the Atmosphere Option S
was selected. ATMDTA is the routine the user uses to define his own set of At-
mospheric data. ATMDTA asks for the number of Altitude entries (b_LT) and then
asks for the values of Altitude, T_,and P_ for each entry.
9.9 SUBROUTINE HEATIN
Subroutine HEAT1N is called by MAIN or MODIFY if a Heatin8 Indicator case
z
is desired. IlEATIN sets the 'W' array values for a 1 ft. radius sphere with a
s
wall temperature of 0 F and s Lewis number of 1,0. HEATIN uses the Heat
transfer option I which is the Fay and Hiddell StaSr_ation Point Method. HEATIN
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i usas the OBLI/_UE Shock Fl_Jwfial_ option with s _hock an/tie of. 90 o The nadtl'Jad
i Nzwtontan Preaaura optlon ts used with the body angle of 90 . HEA'I'IN alan ants
! the Print option to 2 which sots the output for Summary Print only.
3.10 SIJBROUTINR II'I_MTD
Subroutine HTRMTI) is called by MAIN or MODIFY to select th_ H_st Transfer
Method to '_e used. HTRMTD sets the values for the parameters required by the
; Heat Trammeler Option. After these values ere given, HTRMTD sots the ws_l tem-
perature, vail emissivity, and continuation option. HTRMTD lets the user speci-
fy whether he wants Rar_fled flow and vlrtusl orlsin options. HTRMTD cheeks if
_ the rarefied flow option was selected. Rarefied flow cannot be used by Host
Transfer Options 2, 3, 5, 7, 9, I0, or II,
$,11 SUBROUTINE HTMULT
Subroutine HTMULT is celled by MAZI_ or MODIFY if a Heat Transfer Nultipli-
cation Factor is desired. There are 3 option types and HTMULT allows the user
to decide if he wishes to use each type. If option I is chosen, s L,min-,t and
Turbulent factor must be supplied. If option 2 is chosen, the nnm_.er of times
must be supplied. For etch time a Lamiur and turbulent muittpliet must be sup-
plied. If option " is selected, the number of Naoh nuJabors must be supplied.
For etch Nach number_ a Laminar and tnrbnlent multiplier m'_ct be auppzted.
HTMULT converts those last multipliers to lo8 values. Fox options 2 and 30
there must be a minimum of 2 and a maximum of I0 entries.
3.12 SUBROUTINE TRANS
Subroutine TRANS is ©alled by MAIN or NODIFT to select the t.-snsitlon op-
tion to be used. TRANS then requires the hljhest and lowest vsJnes or ratio for
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the transition zejion dependin! on the option selected.
3.13 SUBROUTINECROSS '_'
Subroutine CROSS te celled by MAIN or MODIFYif • Cross Flov adjustment i8
needed. CROSS selects the Cross Flow adjustment option to be used and then sake
for data dependin8 on which option is selected.
9.14 SUBROUTIh_ FLOW
Subroutine PLOW is called by MAIN or MODIFY to set the flovfield and local
pressure options. The Parameter ID is passed throujh the subroutine emil. It
ID-1 then PLOWviii create 8 new Jet of flovfleld data. If D),.2 then PLOWmodi-
fies an old set of flowfisld data. If ID=2 then the flowfteld data must be
transferred from the W array to the flowfield and local pressure arrays. FF i8
the flovfield option array. I_A is the array containln8 the smiles correspond-
ins to the flowfield option. P i8 the local pressure option array. PA i8 the
array oonteinin| the anele8 oorreepondins to the local pressure option. Once
converted, PI.OW ethos the patr_ of flowfteld and local pressure options with op-
tion abrevistton8 and correspondin8 tulles. If no chense8 ere desired, then . ,_
PLOW As exited. Otherwise, FLOWprovides • table of flovfield and local pree-
sure option• with option numbers. The user must •elect options by pairs with
oorrsepondin8 shales. Choosin8 option -1. for the flowfield option and the
local pressure option sisnifle8 that no more options are to be included. If the
CP vs. Ma©b number table pressure option t8 chosen, FLOW requires a flleneme
" contaluin| the table, or the number of table entrees, end M.o end CP for each
. entry. The format for the CP vs. Maoh number file Is an 19 on line one for the
t
number of Maoh numbers. The remeinin| limes oo_.tain the Math number end the
p_essuze coefficient usin8 • ZFIO.6 format. After, all options are selected,




_t_J Xocsl presses arrays ere converted to the W stray. FN_ is the variable for




Subroutine TDGEOMis called by MAIN or MODIFY if time dependent Geometry is
_; needed. First, the number of time dependent entries is set. Then the time, ra-
dius, lensth, and slope or sveep •n$le are required for each entry.
: 9.16 SUBROUTINECONTRL
Subroutine COh_I, is called by MAIN or MODIFY to set the LANMIN control
_.. flees. COh_/RLsets the body point number for the case, the l_int option, output
units option, and the projran input control parameters for the case. CONTRL
• •ks if LANMINwill create an output file and if the current case i8 the first
of • set of streamline cases. If the case is the first of a set of streamline
cases subroutine STRF,AM is celled.
9.17 SUBROUTINEUNITS
_ Subroutine UNITS is called by MAIN to copy the vorklnj W array Into _he
output WWarray. If MFLAG=I, then metric units are required and UNUF5 converts
the _ array into Metric units.
': 9.18 SUBROUTINESTREAM _,
!
Subroutine STRBAMis called by CONTRLif a set of streamline cases t8 to be i
=" crested. If a streamline file is created by STREAM, it will be used by OUTPUT. i_
STREAMfirst the©ks if the time dependent 8cometty option was selected. If " lit vae, then streamline cases can not be used and STREAM returns control to
I




file to store the data for the streamline cases. Next, STREAM determines the
shock and local pressure options to be used by the streamline cases from the
previous case. STRF.J_J4then requires • distance, shock shale, body susie, cud
body point number for each streamline case. STREAMvrites these values and the
'W' number that these values ate to be stored in to the streamline file. The
parallel shook and Prandt-Meyet pressure options don' t require both the shock
and body ansles to be input. A nesative value of X indicates the end of the
8tteanl ins cases.
The variables used by STREAMare:
• - X distance
SA - Shock shale
BA - Body ansle
BP - Body point number
CASE - Case number
XPRT -Ptostan input control parameter
: L'l - '_' index for CASE
_ J2 - 'W' index for X
i 33 - 'W' indez for SA
J4 - 'W' index for BA
J5 - 'W' indez fat BP
_6 - 'W* index fo_ XPRT
jr - Flag used to mark parallel shock or Ptandt-I/eyer cases.
$.19 SUBROUTINEOUTPUT
Subroutine OUTPUT is called by MAIN to write the 'V' array values for a
case to the output file. FNAM4 i8 the variable for the filenane of the output
file. OUTI_JTopens this file unless previously opened. Next _ writes the
data for the current case to the output file acoordinj to the proIram input con-
trol parameter of the previous case. OUTPUTwrites to the file the title, tim-
1
ins parameters, and print control, the number of time dependent trajectory Sable
entries, the trajectory data, and the case data. The last W of the ©ace data to ',!
be written to the file is the prosrzm input control partJueter. OUTPUTchecks to
see if the case Just written is the first of a set of streamline cases. ISTRN-I




Pios t]_o stxeanlino ©amos to tho OUTPUT file from tho temporary streanllno file.
After the last stroamllno case is wrltton to the OUTPUT filo, OUTPUT sots tho
ptolram input oonttol psramotor for tho last streanllno ©aso. OUTPUT then






The printed output from LANMZN©enos in tvo ferns. The detailed printout
for each tins point is siren if _FG_ = 0 or I. This detailed printout ©ontains
the variables listed in Table 4.1. The definitions and units are liven in Table
4.1 for sash of the variables printed.
If the sunnaz7 printout is selected (i.e. _- 1 or 2) the output con-
tains the variables shown in Table 4.2. This table contains 8 ltstin8 of twelve
tins dependent variables for sa©h body point. The variable and _its are ©loaz-
ly labeled on the output. The sun,nan7 pase san be obtained for two sets of out-
put units. If W(645) = 0 the output is in Enllish uits and if W(648) = I the
i! output is in Jfetrte units as illustrated in Table 4.2.
: _ An output, tape or file, san be oreated from IANMIN if W(645) - 1.0. The
output file is a oard tmaje of the printed sunmaz7 pass.
3O
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Tsblo 4.1
_TER_DJ_TE PRINT OUTPUT P_RAJIETE2S
VARJJ.BLE DEFINITION UNITS g
-- ms ill





llglNP PlUigSTUAM EE1NOLDSNO./IL_ (I/PT)
1:,_1 ne.es_e.kJ4 UI_OLDS NO. ( -- )
IIllqlV IqISSSTUANXACgNO. ( -- )
Jm UPSl'XeAMXACHNO. ( --. )
szxnENACaNO. ( -- )
L MYNNIIqGLENGTH (FT)
EN NOSE itADIUS (IV/')
Pit FSAND_NOlmsm ( -.. )
mmeF _ISSrVXT_ * VIH PACTOE ( -- )
r_u_ _TB._ FRe_sun (LnW/SI_T)
eo uPS'Z'ee,_eussuu (La_/UT)
PH irene resssgu (Lee/SeT)
PT ]POSTSBOC[ TOTAL PRBSSUILB (LBF/SI_)
ALPHA LOCAL ANGLE01_ ATTACE (D_)
C)P'/2 ]LOCALSX)I:NFRICTION COEF.12 ( -- )
TAIl V VAIL SHEARFOMCS_ (LBF/SFT)
TXNF FREESTR/L_ TEMPERATURE (1_)
TU UPSTitEAX TEMVJUtATUH (F)
'rE I_DOEZEMPEILATORB (F)
TT POST SHOCr TOTAL TEMPERATUi_S (F) I
To ECIIZRTIU_ER/_CK TSM_RATUI_ (F)
TE pp IL_iLI_CE '/_KPERATU_llt (IV) _
T_ WALL 'Z1E,IO_,iLA/I"UEE (F) ,,
g _ FREDTREAM STATIC ]_]TRALP]_ (BTU/IJ_)
BU UPSTREAMSTATIC I_qTIIALPI (BTU/LBM)
MB EDOB STATIC BNT_ALP_ (BTU/LBM)
ET TOTAL ENTBALI_ (ETU/L1BM)
E* BcIr_RT IU_ERRqC_ RqTHALP3r (BTUILBM)
am pp REFEIL_CE ENTHALPY (BTU/LBM)
EW WALL ENTBALPI' (BT0/LBM)
PHI SWEEP ANOLB (DBO)
UOI " PHEESTB,EAMDENSlT1r (SLU0/CFT)
SOU UPSTL_AM DI_SlT3r (SLU6/CFT)
UOE EDOE Dl,_qSIT1 (SLU0/CPT)
U0T POST SBOCETOTALDENSITY (MLUG/CFI')
UO* ECEERT REFERENCEDENSITY (SLUG/CIq')




P/_t.A_ lAMINAR TRANSITION PARAMEIl_ ( -- )
MU INF FR_STBP.AN VISCOSn_/ (I,BF-SEC/SFT)
NU U UPSTRIL_ VISCOSITY (LBF-SEC/SFT)
NU B P..,,l_E¥ISC0S1"17 (I.,BF-SBC/SFT)
MU T POSTSBOCETOTALVISCOSITY (I.qF-SEC/SFT)
MU s BCXERTitEFBit.ENC'BVISCOSITY (LBF-SBCISFT)
NU it pp REFEUNCE VISCOSF.CY tLBF-SBC/SFT)
MU W 'WALLVISCOSITT (I.BF-SEC/SFT)
PARA2 TURBUI_ TRANSITION PARAMETER ( -- )
FF FLAG FLOW'FIELDFLAO NUMBER ( -- )
AHOLE ANGLEPOR CORI_,SPONDIHO_ (DM)
NC L LAMINAR BEAT TRANSFERObEFFICXHNT (I.,BM/SFT-SEC)
NC T TURBULI_T HEAT TRANSFERCOEFFICIENT (I.JSM/SFT-SEC)
HRECOVL LAMINARRSCOVERYRqlllALPY (BTU/LBM)
HRECOVT TURB_ RBCOVERYENTHALPY (BTU/LBM)
'-'JM
QC L LAMINARHEATINGRATE (BTU/SFT-SEC)
QC T TURBU_ HEATXN0RATE (BTU/SFI'-SEC)
ILqUB1.,2 ]LAMINARTXII_ DRPENDENTMITLTIIqLXBR ( _ )
ESUB 1'2 TURBUI_ TXMEDEPI_ENT MULTIPLIER ( -- )
ESUB L9 _ MAQI NO. DEPENDENTMULTXI_I_ ( _ )
i_SUB 1'3 TURBULENTMACHNO. DEPENDI_qTMULTIPLIER ( -- )
][SUB L TOTALI_ MULTXPLXER _ _ )
KSUB T TOTALTURBULRqTItJLTIPLXER ( ---. )
PARA TR,ANSXTIONPARAMETERVALUE ( _ )
PCIT PERCEh'TTURBUI.._T HP.ATING/100 ( -- )
NSUB C HEAT "JIIANSFBIkCOEFFICII_,'T (I_/SI_-SBC)
H XDEAL XI)EALGAS AIR HEAT TRANSFERCOEFFICXENT _BTU/RR-SFT-R)
B RECOV RECOVISRI'_ITHALPT (BT0/LBM)
T RECOV RECOVERYTEMPEILqTURE (It)
QCONV HF.ATXIqOIL_TE BASED ON _ (IF_/SP,t-_C)
QCTOTAL HEATXNOLOADFOR 'IV (BTU/SI_)
0RAD VALL RADIATION RATEAT TW (H'ru/$PT-SEC) .
OR TOT WALLRADIATIONLOADAT TW (BTU/SIVT)
Q NET NET BEAT_0 irATE (QCONV-GR) (BTU/SPT-SEC)
QN TOT NET KEATXIqOLOAD (BTU/SPT)
TRAD EQ RADIATION ECtUXLI_BRI"UMWALLTI_it,ATURE (F)
QC CW COLDWALLM:_ATINORATE (TW m 0) (BTU/SFT-SEC)
QC CWT COLDWALLHEATINOLOAD (lrru/SFT)









W(1) - T1 - _1 (first calculation time, time 1)
g(2) - D_ - Atl (delta time step between time tl and t2)
V(3) - T2 - t2 (time 2)
V(4) - DT2 = At2 (delta time step betveon t2 and t3)
W(S) = T3 - t3 (tLse 9)
W(6) = DT3 = At9 (delta time step betveen t$ and t4)
V(7) = T4 - t4 (time 4)
' V(8) = DTCALC (ECALC calculation interval facto:)
g(9) = (Open Location)
W(10) = ATI_JW (atnosphorie treesttean properties option flal)
V(11) = RTFLAG (NHFLAG= heat transfer method option fla|)
V(12) = RN= RN(nose radius or 10081 cylinder radius, leadins edna
radius, ft.)
l(13) - m. (runninl lenlth, ft.) .'1
U(14) - P_qJ_q_ (transition hta)
W(l$) = _ (2nd power of J/anjle: transformation factor for laminar flov)
W(16) - RqT (fifth pover of J_tnsle: transformation factor for turbulent flov)
W(17) - PI% (neap an|le, A, lo081 slope, 6, des.)
W(18) = AlL - (constant lminar multiplication taste:s)
W(19) - A]_/'- (constant turbulent multiplication factors)
W(20) = PARA2 (transition data)
W(21) - Windward Bottom Centerline Wall £nthalFy (Btn/lbn)
w(22) - Flap Len|th (ft) tot heat transfer option 10
W(23) = EMZS (emissivity _ 0): If (EMZS.LE.O)ENZS=0.8
e
W(24) = TIN (initial temperature, F)
|
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W(25) = Fi _ Length to Point of interest for Heat Transfer Option 11 (ft)
W(26) _ Fin Angle .'_ a - p - 0 for Heat Transfer Option 11 (Dig)
g(27) " TRFLA(] (trens_tlon criteria option flag) #
W(28) - ELFAC (trsntltlon zone length ratio) 4
W(29) _ V]_[Jq.G (virtual origin option)
W(30) - Fin Option Flag 0 - Fin anglo
I = a + Fin sn|le
2 = p  Fin8n|le
, t(31) - GF(1) =FF(1)_
I
_ w(32) - GF(2) -m_(2) I
I
_(33) - oF(3) =lm(S) I
-----) Flovfteld and looal pressure option flabs
W(34) = GF(4) = 1_(4) J
I
v(3s) - OF(J) =FF(J) I
I
k w(3_) - (w(6) =1_(6)------.
W(37) = BLFA(1) (ALFA(1) = BLFA(1) + ATAJ[) degree
W($8) = BI_A(2) (ALFA(2) = BLFA(2) + ATAK) deszeo
W(39) - BLFA(S) = ALFA($) degree (add ATAJ[to ALFA if W(265) - $.)
!
: W(40) = BI_A(4) =ALFA(4) degree (add ATA£ to ALPA if W(264) - 4.)
W(41) = BLPA($) =ALFA(5) de$ree (add ATAJ[ to ALFA if W(265) = $.)
W(42) - BLFA(6) =ALFA(6) degree (add ATA][ to ALFA if W(266) - _.)
W(43) = BLFA(7) = ALFA(7) degree (add ATAK to ALFA If W(267) - 7.)
W(44) = BI_A(8) =ALFA(8) degree (add AT/d[ to ALFA if W(268) = 8.)
W(4S) = BLFA(9) -ALPA(9) degree (add ATAK to ALFA it W(269) - 9.)
W(4_)- urn(l) -1_(7)--
I
W(47) = Hfl(2) = lVP(8) _) Flowfield end local pressuze option fla|s
I
W(48)- -.(3) = Ye(9)_
W(49) = (Open Location)



















I • -------) (Trajectory Velocity. ft/se©)J
W(2001- VZI$O).
_ W(201)- CFIq, O (crossflow option ties)
• g(202)- DSUBO (crossflov rectensultr width, DO. ft)
V(203)- IO_BDA (delta wins sweep shale, X (des))
W(204)- UDOT (real Sea velocity srsdient oo:rectton factors U)
W(205)= CORNR (rectenSle corer zadiu8, Re (ft))
V(206)= . ,,
• I
• -----) (Open Locations)
w(_o.- t
,)
_, V(209)- CONFLO (continuity option)
_(210)- (Open Locttion)
w(211)- A1(1) .... :
• I
• --------) (TraJectory ]positive a. desree)
J
i'i V12601- Alia0)
W(261)- 1.---- Bntlt into aof f added to g(37):
J If (W(261).LS.O)W(261)-I.0





W(263)_ 3.---- Values u added t_ W(39)
I off
N(264)_ 4. _ must, be a added to W(4_l)
I elf
W(26_)" 5" I input for aaf f added to W(4))
w
W(266) _ 6. --) to, be aef f added to W(42)I
_(267)" 7. J added to a added to W(43)
[ elf
W(26g) _ 8. J body added to W(44)
J aeff
W(269)- 9. ---_ angle _aef f added to W(45)
W(270)-
; , [
• ---) (Open Locsiions_
I
W(_13)-
W(314)= NFCS (rarefied flag 0 - sharp cone option used
1 - flat plate option used)
W(31S) = NLEW (diasoclation flag 0 - Lewis number = 1.4
I - Lewis number .. 1.0)
W(316) B QCSU_IA (Integrated convective heat flux, Btu/sq ft)
U(31_)- (Open L_eatton)
W(318)_ (Open Lo©ation)
W(319)= RANFLG (skin friction 1 german Reynolds a_ology used)
(Flu8 0 Colburn's equation used)




















• ------) (Open Locations)
I
Vl_S3)- .........
W(3S418 XTUNC (surface distance tc start of turbulent boundaz7 layer, ft)
W(SSS)= ........
• I
• ------) (Open Locations)
I
Wl_SP)=
W($60)- mq_ (nunbez of gaoh dependent nulttplier8)
W($61)= TMACH(1)-"










• ---"-) (I"°810 hilhu)turb_lent nultiplie_
• I
V(JJP0)'- k.l_3(10) ,
W(S91)- • , ------
• i
, ------) (Open Locations)
I
• V1_991= ......
W(400)= ENALTZ (Table of wind tunnel freestroam pzopetties, 1/nit 50)
V(401)= FSALT(1) _
• I


















• _) (Open Loesttons)
• I
W(SJP)-
W(J60)- EHT3 (Number of Teble Entries for Geometry es Function of Time)
V(J62)- TJ_(1)
I



















• ----..-) (Open Lo_stions)
I
WleSO)_












Two ample cases arc presented in this appendix which exercise both the !
PI_]_ and LANII_q codes. The components shown here follow those depicted in
FAS. 1.1.
nettiu Single CtJe
The input for a hcstln8 indicator run is rather straljht-forward us/ms PRE-
MXN. After the execution command, units selection, and printout selection, the
trajectory is input. PREMIN then displays the trajectory data twenty lines at a
tlme waitlnj for a carrlajc return before displayin8 the next twenty. After _ the
trajectory Is input, the atmospheric option is chosen. The preceedtn8 steps arc
standard in most input. If the heatin8 indicator option is selected, the rc-
mainin8 input Is much simpler than for most other options. Dutin8 execution of
PREMIN, if the answer to a question is an end of file character, then PREMIN
will stop execution. If the answer to a question is incompatible with the read-
in| format, then the question will be reasked until an acceptable answer is rc-
©c ived.
q
The PREM]_ interactive input is followed by a llstinj of the input trajec-
tory file. The first llne of the trajectory file contains the title. The
second line contains a Beta flu| and the number of trajectory table entries.
The third line throu|h the end of the file contains the trajectory data. Each
" llne of trajectory data contains a time, altitude, velocity, amble of attack,
• and, if the Beta flu8 equals one, the yaw amble. A llstln| of the PREMINoutput
file follows the trajectory file. The LANM_ output ltsttn8 is 8iron last. The







INTERACTIVE INPUT TO LARC MINIVER - LANMIN
OUTPUTF IL E METHOD
1. CREATEA NEWOUTPUTFILE
2 o MODIFY AN EXISTING OUTPUTF ILE
OPTION SELECTED?
1
DO YOUWANTTO INPUT DATA IN ENGLISH OR METRIC ?
ENGLISH









PRINTOUT INTERVAL 2 (SEC) DELTA TIME
14.0
. THIRD TIME (SEC)
i! 1200,0









i ilmlll i i ==
TRAJECTORY INPUT
DO YOU HAVE A TRAJECTORYINPUT FILE ? ORIGINAL P_ BF'J
YES OF POOR QUALITYWHAT IS THE FILE NAME?
REENTRY.TRJ _I
TIME ALTITUDE VELOCITY ANGLE ATTACK
(SEC) (FT) (FT/SEC) (DEG)
1 0,3000E+O0 0,3963E+06 fI,2457E+O_ 0,4113E+02
2 0,4530E+02 0,3738E+06 0,2459E+05 0,4126E+02
3 0,9030E+02 0,3515E+06 0,2462E+05 0,4121E+02
4 0,1353E+03 0,3295E+06 0,2464E+05 0,4046E+02
5 0,1803E+03 0,3080E+06 0,2466E+05 0,4065E+02
6 0,2253E+03 0,2880E+06 0,2466E+05 0.4190E+02
? 0,2703E+03 0,2697E+06 0,2461E+05 0,3939E+02
80,)153E+03 0,2563E+06 0.2447E+05 0,4071E+02
9 0,3603E+03 0,2502E+06 0,2422E+05 0,4174E+02
10 0,4053E+03 0,24"/0E+06 0,2392E+05 0,3995E+02
11 0,4503E+03 0.2446E+06 0,2361E+05 0,3928E+02
12 0o4953E+03 0,2425E+06 0,2328E+05 0,3966E+02
1) 0,545}E+03 0,2400E+06 0,2288E+05 0,3907E+02
14 0,5693E+03 0,2388E+06 0,2268E+05 0,3932E+02
15 0,5955E+03 0,2}77E+06 0,?.247E+05 0,5902E+02
16 0,6173E+03 0,2366E+06 0,2225E+05 0,3925E+02
17 0,6413E+03 0,2353E+06 0,2202E+05 0,3948E+02
18 0,6655E+03 0,2337E+06 0,21"/8E+05 0.._997E+02
19 0,689}E+03 0,2320E+06 0.2155E+05 0,4001E+02
20 0,713}E+03 0.2323E+06 0.2126E+05 0,4025E+02
TIME ALTITUDE VELOCITY ANGLEATTACK
(SEC) ( FT) (FT/SEC) (DEG)
21 0,7573E+03 0,2303E+06 0,2098E+05 0.4046E+02
22 0.761}E+03 0,2279E+06 0.2068E+05 0,4014E+02
23 0.785}E+03 0,2252E+06 0,2036E+05 0,4016E+02
24 0,809}E+03 0,2223E+06 0,2002E+05 0,4016E+02
25 0,8333E+0_ 0,2190E+06 0,1965E+05 0,4027E+02
26 0.857}E+03 0,2153E+06 0,1924E+05 0,4040E+02
27 0,8813E+03 0,2114E+06 0,1879E+05 0,4012E+02
28 0,905}E+03 0,2076E+06 0,1830E+05 0,4030E+02
29 0.929}E+03 0,2056E+06 0,1776E+05 0,4001E+02
30 0.953}E+03 0,2025E+06 0,1718E+05 0,4200E+02
31 0.977}E+03 0,1972E+06 0.1654E+05 0.4090E+02 .
22 0.1001E+04 0,1922E+06 0,1587E+05 0,4075E+02 '
}3 0.1025E+04 0,1872E+06 O,lP13E+OP 0,)987E+02
54 0,1049E+04 0,1826E+06 0,14)PE+OP 0,394)E+02
29 0,107)E+04 0,1796E+06 0,1}57E+05 0.3953E+02
56 0,1097E+04 0,1766E+06 0,1279E+0_ 0,)975E+02
57 0,1121E+04 0,1725E+06 0.1201E+05 0.)896E+02
28 0,1145E+04 0,1675E+06 0.1122E+05 0,3812E+02 i;
39 0,1169E+04 0,1619E+06 0.1044E+05 0.)697E+02 ;:




I i i J =1
I, TIME ALTITUDE VELOCITY ANGLEATTACKP (SEC) (FT) (FT/SE C) (DEG)
41 0.1302E+04 0.1339E+06 0.6757E+04 0.2820E+02
42 0.1)64E+04 0°1174E+06 0.5342E+04 0,2305E+02
43 0,1426E+04 0,1062E+06 0,4064E+04 0,2027E+02
44 0,1488E+04 0,8910E+05 O,2917E+04 0,1647E+02
45 0,1550E+04 0o7635E+05 0,1915E+04 0,1086E+02
46 0,1612E+04 O,P744E+05 0,1151E+04 0°7790E+01
47 0o1874E+04 0,4167E+05 0,8000E+03 0,7720E+01
48 0o1736E+04 0,2760E+05 0,6810E+03 0.7090E+01
49 0o1860E+04 0,3337E+04 0,5120E+03 0°3780E+01
50 0°1925E+04 -0,3000E+01 0°2020E+03 -0o1220E+01
DO YOUWISH TO CHANGEANY OF THE TRAJECTORYINPUT ?
NO




i OPTIONS 1, 1962 U°S, STANDARDATMOSPHERE
.I 2, WIND TUNNEL OPTION
! 3° INPUT ATMOSPHERICDATA(ALT,T-INF, P-INF)
.1
, 4o 1965 PATRICK AIR FORCEBASE ATMOSPHERE
t 5 ° 1971 VANDENBERGREFERENCEATMOSPHERE
t OPTION SELECTED?...... " 4
.)
!_1 1965 PATRICK AIR FORCEBk.SE ATMOSPHERE
I S THIS OPTION CORRECT?
YES
t • i ii i i




RADIUS - 1 FT SPHERE
WAJ.LTEMP- 0 DEGo F
LEWIS NO, = 1.O
SUMHARYPRINT ONLY




_.__ : ........... _ = =_ _ _=_:_- .......................... : _ "_ ....
--'- ' - 00000001-TSD08
",4
I I i _ t . -
CONTROLFLAGS d
i
YOU ARE COMPLETINGINPUT FOR CASE I
WHAT IS THE BODYPOINT NUMBERFOR CASE 1 ?
1001





,,_ OPTION SELECTED? I
O.
IS CASE 2 ALONGTHE S,e_/ESTREAI4.I NE




1. NEWCASE FOLLOWSUSING TITLE_TINING ANDTRAJ.
DATA FROMPREVIOUS CASE
2. ENDOF INPUT (LAST CASE)
:3, NEWCASE FOLLC)WSUSING TRAJ,DATA FROMPREVIOUSCASE,
NEt'/TITLE ANDTIMING, INITIAL CASEDATA UNCHANGED,
4o NEt/ CASE FOLLOWSUSING NEWTITLEpTIMINGwTRAJ° ANDCASE DATA,
(INITIALLY ZERO W ARRAY)
5, SAMEAS (1) EXCEPT ZERO ALL CASE DATA FROMPREVIOUSCASE
6, SAMEAS (3) EXCEPT INITIALIZE ZERO ALL TIMING ANDCASE DATA
OPTION SELECTED?
2.
" *_,m INPUT COMPLETEFOR CASE 1 **_w_
. DO YOU WANTTO MAKEANY MODIFICATIONS TO CASE 1 ?
NO




IL_ . . ! - -', -J q
CREATEOUTPUTFILE
WHAT JS THE NAMEOF THE OUTPUTFILE TO BE CREATED?
OUTPUT.F IL
WHAT IS THE TITLE FOR CASE 1 ? (NOTE: "/2 CHAR, LIMIT)
STS-1 REENTRYTRAJ. (ORBITER) PAFB REF. HTG. IND, CASE
_*_***_ OUTPUT FILE COMPLETE t,_








ORIGINAL PAGE |',JTRAJECTORYFILE LISTING I




0.300OE+O0 0.3 963E+06 0.2457E+0_ 0.4113E+02 "
0.4530E+02 0.3738E+06 0.2459E+0_ 0.4126E+02
0.9030E+02 0.351 5E+06 O.2462E+05 0.41 21E+02
0.1353 E+03 0.3 295E+06 O.2464E+0_ 0.4046E+02
0.1803E+03 0.3 080E+06 0.2466E+0_ 0.4065E+02
0.2253E+03 0.2880E+06 0.2466E+05 0.4190E+02
0.2703E+03 0.2697E+06 0.2461E+O._ 0.3939E+02
0.3153E+03 0.2563E+06 0.2447E+05 0.4071E+02
0.3603E+03 0.2502E+06 0.2422E+05 0.4174E+02
, 0.4053E+03 0.2470E+06 0.2392E+05 0.3995E+02
. 0,450.3E+03 0,2446E+06 0.2361E+0;_ 0,3928E+02
i 0.4953E+03 0,2425E+06 0,2328E+05 0,3966E+02
_ 0,5453E+03 0,2400E+06 0,2288E+05 0,3gO7E+02
I. 0.5693E+03 0.2388E+06 0.2268E+05 0.3932E+02
[ 0 .P933E+03 0.2377E+06 0.2247E+05 0.3gO2E+02
[ 0.6173E+03 0.2366E+06 0.2225E+05 0.3925E+02
0.6413E+03 O. 2353E+06 O.2202E+0_ 0.3 948E+02
0.66_E+03 0.2337E+06 0.2178E+05 0.3997E+02
0.6893E+03 0.23 20E+06 0.2153 E+05 0.4001 E+02
0.7133E+03 0.2123E+06 0.2126E+05 O. 4025E+02
0.7373E+03 0.2303E+06 0.2098E+05 0.4046E+02
0.7613 E+03 0.2279E+06 O. 2068E+05 0.401 4E+02
0.7853E+03 0.2252E+06 0.2036E+05 0.4016E+02
0.8093E+03 0.2223E+06 0.2002E+05 0.4016E+02
0.8333E+O]L 0.2190E+06 0.1 965E+05 0.40Z/E+02
0.8573E+03 0.2153E+06 0.1924E+05 0.4040E+02
0.8813E+03 0.2114E+06 0.1879E+05 0.4012E+02
0.9053E+0_ 0.2076E+06 0.1 830E+05 0.4030E+02
0.9293E+03 0.2056E+06 O. 1776E+05 0.4001E+02
0.9533E+03 0.2025E+06 O. 1718E+OP 0.4200E+02 _
0.9773E+03 O. 1972E+06 0.1654E+OP 0.4090E+02
O. 1001E+04 0.1922E+06 O. 1587E+05 0.4075E+02 t
0,1025E+04 0,187 2E+06 0,1513E+05 0,3 987E+02
0.1049E+04 O. 1826E+06 0.1435E+05 0,3 943E+02
0,1073E+04 0,1796E+06 O. 1357E+05 0,3 953E+02
0,1097E+04 0.1766E+06 0,1279E+05 0,3975E+02
0.1121E+04 0,1725E+06 0,1201E+05 0,3896E+02
0,1145E+04 O, 1675E+06 O. 1122E+05 0,3 812E+02
0,1169E+04 O, 1619E+06 0,1044E+0,_ 0,3697E+02
. 0,1240E+04 O, 1500E+06 0,8336E+04 0,3407E+02
0.1302E+04 O. 1339E+06 O, 6757E+04 0.2820E+02
O. 1364E+04 0,1174E+06 0,5342E+04 0.2305E+02
. 0,1426E+04 0,1062E+06 0,4064E+04 O, 2027E+02
0,1488E+04 0,891 OE+05 0,2917E+04 0,1647 E+02
0.1550E+04 0,7635E+05 0,1915E+04 0,1086E+02
0.1612E+04 0,5744E+0._ 0.1151E+04 0.77gOE+01
0,1674E+04 0,4167E+05 0,8000E+03 0,7720E+O 1
O, 1736E+04 0,2760E+05 0.6810E+03 0.7090E+01
0,1860E+04 0.3337E+04 0,5120E+03 0,3780E+01




HEATING INDICATORCASE (Jl_ib,lN_;.Li_'t_.;i !:
OF POOR QUAI_I'I_
STS-I REENTRY TRAJ. (ORBITER) PAFB REF. HTG. IND. CASE




._300 396300.000 24570.000 41.130 0.000
4.; .300 373800.000 24590.000 41.260 0.000
90.30C. 3.51500.000 24620.000 41.210 0.000
135,300 329.500,000 24640,000 40.460 0,000
180,3 O0 308000,000 24660,000 40,650 0.000
22.5,300 288000,000 24660,000 41,900 0,000
270,300 269700,000 24610,000 39,3g0 0,000
315.300 2.56300.000 24470.000 40.710 0.000
360.300 250200 000 24220.000 41.740 0.000
405.300 247000 000 23920.000 39.9.50 0.000
4.50.300 244600 000 23610.000 39.280 0.000
495.300 242500000 23280.000 39.660 0.000
.545,300 240000 000 22880,000 39.070 0,000
569,300 236800.000 22680,000 39,320 0,000
.593.300 237700000 22470.000 39.020 0.000
617.300 236600,000 222.50.000 39.2.50 0.000
641.300 235300.000 22020.000 39.460 0.000
665.300 2:33700.000 21760.000 39.970 0.000
689.300 2:32000.000 21530. 000 40.010 0.000
713,300 2.32300,000 21260,000 40 °250 0,000 :
737.300 230300.000 20980.000 40.460 0o000
761.300 227900.000 20660.000 40.140 0.000
785.300 225200.000 20360.000 40.160 0000
809.300 222300.000 20020.000 40.160 0.000
833.300 219000,000 19650,000 40,270 r,O00 _
857,300 215300,000 19240,000 40,4_J0 0,000 ._
861,300 211400,000 18790,000 40,1 70 0,000
90.5,300 207600,000 18300,000 40.300 0,000
929,300 20.5600,000 17760,000 40,010 0,000 '
9.53.300 202.500,000 17160,000 42.000 0,000
977.300 197200.000 16540.000 40.900 0.000
1001.000 192200.000 15670.000 40.750 0.000
1025.000 187200.000 15130.000 3 9.670 G.O00
1049.000 162600.000 143.50.000 39.430 0.000
1073,000 179600,000 13.570,000 39,530 0,000
1097.000 176600.000 12790.000 39.7.50 0,000
1121,000 172.500,000 12010,000 38,960 0,000
1145,000 167.500,000 11220,000 38,120 0,000
1169,000 161900,000 10440,000 36,970 0,000
1240,000 1.50000,000 8336,000 34,070 0,000 L
1302,000 133900,000 675"/ 000 28,200 0,000
1364,000 117400,000 _342,000 23,0.50 0,000
1426,000 106200,000 4064.000 20,270 0,000
1486°000 89100,000 2917,000 16.470 0.000
B=8
....... : J _Jr ,
00000001-TSD12
P"_ ORIGINAL r,._,c_;.:F..
, OF POOR QtJfd..l't-_;
1550.000 76350.000 1915.000 10.860 0.000
lb12,000 57440.000 1151.000 7.790 0.000 ,
1674.000 41670.000 800,000 7.720 0.000
1736.000 27600.000 681.000 7.090 0.000
1860,000 3337.000 512.000 3.780 0.000
%qZS. 000 -3.000 202.000 -1.220 0.000
10 4.0000 II 1.0000 12 1.0000 31 38.0000 32 18.0000
37 90.0000 38 90.0000 315 1,0000
611 1001.0




1_.30 _00. 24_0. 4O.46O
tm}._ :308000. 24660. _.6_0 i
• _.30 _BO00. 24660. 41._0
270,30 _00. 24610. _,_N)
315.30 11'56300. 24470. 40,710
• 360.30 2_200. J4_O. 41.740
405.30 247000. _. _.gSO
4M.30 _44600. 29610. 39,200
49S.30 24_00. Z3mO. 39.660
M5.30 ;)40000, _180. 39.070
569,30 230000. 22680. 39.320
Mg.30 _7700, _470. 39.020
617.30 2_d_0. _PJ0, 39._0
641.30 _300. _, 39.400
66_.30 WOO. _IN0. 39.970
689.30 _. :_1530. 40,010
713,30 ;_00, _I;_60. 40.;P_0
737.30 23O30O, Z_80. 40,46O
761,30 _N0. 30680. 40,140
785,30 _00. _0_0. 40.1#0
809.30 _2ZM0. 30030. 40,160
8_._ 1119000. 19650. 40.270
857.30 ;115300. 19240. 40.400
001.30 ;_11400. 18790. 40.120
90'5.30 _07600. 18300. 40,300
929.30 3_,00. 17760, 40.010
953.30 Z)_O0. 17100. G.O00
977.30 l_/'J00, 16540. 40.900
1001.00 19ZIO0. 15070. 40.750
10_,00 187'_0, 15130. 39,870 i
1049.00 18_600. 14300, 39.430 -;,
1073.00 179600. 13570. 39.530 _
1097.00 17660C,. 12790. 39.7M
_1_1.00 17'_0. 1_010. 38.96O
1145.00 167500. 11220. 38.130
1169.00 161900. 10440. 36.970
1_40.00 150000. iD:46. 3¢.070
130_.00 13_M0. 6_7. 28,200
1364.00 117400. 5342. Z3.030
14_6.00 106_0. 4064, _0.T/0
14W.00 09100. _17. 16.470
" 1550.00 76850. 1915. 10,060
161_.00 57440. 1151, 7,790
1674.00 41670. 800, 7.730
" 17_6.00 _7600. 681. 7,090
1060.00 3337. 512. 3.700





O_,,'_;_,:,:'_ , ,,. ._
8TS-It_DiTRYI_N. (0RBITE_)PAf'BREF.HT0.IW. CA8£ I.P, NO. 1001
(C01_lltl_)
TIE N.T _ NiC:H_IOLE _ IEkTC0EFI_[:ENTI_i.PYRADEWIL 14F_TI_TE 14F_TL0_D _ FUN
WC _ fI'IWC NOd_TTACKllO./Fl UltVBFI'-S ITU/LIM _ F 111Jlf1-B INISFI I,.1191:1
q20.O306.417969,317.70 40.1_ .350,_ .111"001 ,6._54_X)43110.2 .71:3W00_,50'_005 .1414_g LM
934,0_05.017646.417._ 40.40 .TrdJ*009,llt"O01 ,63_004 38T/.3 .639H)_ .511¢005 .14_00Q LM
948.0303.3 17300.116.94 41.56 .27M4X_ .113-001 .60e_04 3051.5 .673_0_ .521_005 .14744)0QL_
96_.0300.6169q.0 16.51 41.60 .289_00'J..116-001 ._1_)04 38Z).0 .663,002 .538_05 .155_03 I.iq
q76.01q7.5Ua74.716.05 40.% .31_05 .138-001 .559_04 38_1.0 .Me,00_ .52_405 .168_03 Ult
qq0.0194.516181.015.59 40.i1_ .341,005 .134-001 .533_4 3000.0 .647_071 .541i_05 .17q_40_ Lii
1004.0191.615777.515.13 40.64 ._168_4)0_.13"/-401 .108_04 W/4.1 .632_01 ._J57_05 .1i1_003 Ui_
1010.0180.715240.014.63 40.13 .39/#005 .138-001 .481_04 _q'JS.S ._ .566_05 .1f7_03 J.NI
t0_.0 185.91490_.514.15 39.74 .433_05 .13_001 .454+004 2895.6 .357_02 .574_0_ .;_6_003 I.ll
1046.0183.314447.513.66 39.49 .450+00_ .134-001 .428_04 2049.0 .560+0_ .N_0.5 .313_03 LNI
1060.0101.313992.513.19 39.48 .466_4X)5.133-001 .401*004 2781.5 .5._t_! .359_05 .313_)03 LM
1074.0179.513_T/.513.73 39._4 ._ .134-001 ,7/744)04 Z723,3 .489_00_ ._N;_05 ._144_03L_
1000.0177.7138W.$13.27 39.67 .491_00_ .13_-001 .3804004 3tA4.3 .647_00_ .60_4)05 ._13_00_LM
1103.0175.7136a'/.511.01 39.59 ._74_35 .1_-001 ._38_04 ;15q0.3 .47_02 ._00_005 ._14_00_ UIq
1116.0173.413t_.5 11.36 3q.1_ ._B0_ei .133-001 .387_404 2527.6 ._ .613_4ei .316_003 UIq
1138.0170.611713.010.09 38.64 .56014X_ .134-001 .28'_004 3465.6 .367_403 .619,005 ._1_03 13el
1144.0167.711352.910.4.1 38.16 ._Pa_4_ .13H01 .;_404 71403.6 .343_003 .633.00_ .2_7_(_ 1.411
1iN.0 164.S107Y/.5 9.98 37._ .639_el .138-001 .3444004 2344.3 .3_1_00_ .628,00_ .3354_g Utl
1173.0161.410_1.1 9.35 36.05 .63'_4_ .139-01)1 .221r_4 ;W0.5 ._ .6_405 ._t1_003
11_.0 159.1 9q96.2 9.17 36.28 .716o035 .140-001 .30q*004 _13.7 .276_00_ .t_r_00_ .247H40_ LNq
17100.0156.7 q_l.4 0.79 3_.70 .7534035 .140-'_01 .1_ 3142.8 .354_4X_ ._ .343_03 Uilq
132q.0151.8 066a.0 8.03 34.52 ._ .140-001 .161_004 lqq0.S .310,00_ ._6_05 .345.003
1Z31.0145.3 7877.6 7.35 _.7/ .9974005 .1M-001 .13b_04 1855.0 .179_02 .651_05 .;_J3_03 LNI
IW/.0 137.0 7139.0 6.73 _od_ .136_06 .1N-.001 .11_04)04 1736.0 .155-0(_ o6..q'_ .;199_0_
1316.0138.2 6437.5 6.14 27.04 .160_06 .1_-001 .9'J'/*0_ 1N5.0 .137_00_ .659_ .334+00_ I/Ill
1345.01_.5 E/7_.6 5057 34.63 .;N54_06 .163-001 ._ 1437.0 .111_00_ .6634_et .3804_0_ I.M
1374.0115.6 5138.9 5.01 22.60 ._)_06 .172-4)01 .6314_ 17168.1 J94*001 .663_5 .410_3 I_
1403.0110.4 4530.1 4.46 21.30 .;1_06 .163.401 .51_00_ 1005.0 .677_01 .667_35 ._ I.ll
14_.0 104.5 3953.0 3._ lq.q0 .33'J_06 .164"001 .413_4_ 095.3 .4q'/_001 .66M005 .405_03 LNq
1_1.0 96.5 3416.5 3.43 18.13 °43_006 .167-001 .3_03 715.5 .371_01 o66q*005 .443_
1490.0 00.7 71004.73.q_ 16._ .524,006 .167-001 .;_003 529.9 .7J_4001 .670_05 .4167_X_UIl
1119.0 f_.7 3416.0 3.46 13.66 .603_06 .157-001 .317H4_ 368.9 .t_001 .671*00_ °_ Ull
tM0.0 76.8 1947.3 3.00 11.04 .663_06 .143-001 .170_003 _0.9 .M;H_00 .671_05 .39"_003
1577.0 68.1 15071.31.6.5 9.52 .061_6 .140-001 .14!_03 116.0 .4._g_0 .671_)5 .4_q_003 I.tl
1606.0 59.3 11124.91.38 ii.09 .1104007 .134..001 .1!B*003 716.7 .107_00 ._714_35 ,4148_00_I._
1_.0 51.6 1038.0 1.09 7.76 .138,007 .IM-001 .100_03 -13.0 -.W/-4X)I .671_05 .511,00_ i.Nq
1664.0 44,3 056.6 ,_ 7,73 .157_007 .152-001 .10540_ -_.4 -.71K-401 .671440_ ,35_ L4fl
1692,07/.4 763.5 ,70 7,53 ,175_)07 ,164-001 .100_0_ -15,5 -.435,,001 ,671_05 .716_00_I._
• 17"_.0 38.0 707.9 .70 7.23 ._007 .100-001 .117_003 4.1 .357-001 .6714_05 .0_4_00_ I.M
1_1.0 _.4.7 660.6 .63 6.69 ._1244)07 .194-001 .117_03 _.7 .131,000 .67144)05 .110_X)4 LM
1780.0 19.0 6a1.0 .N 5._ ._0.007 .300-001 .1_1+003 40.9 ._0,000 .671_00_ .1_4 Ull
" 1009.0 13.3 351.5 .52 5.14 .7_0_007 .332-001 .13_J_0_ 55.5 .3_9_00 .6714035 .1_+004 I_ _,
IW0.0 7.6 543.0 .49 4.7/ ._144)07 .2'J5"001 .13M003 67.8 .41_4)00 .6714_05 .lllOe0M LNq
1067.0 3.0 470.6 .43 3.34 ._94407 .;rJT..001 .13)44)08 75.5 .¢6.1_00 .671440_ .317_04 I.ql
10%.0 1.5 340.2 .38 1.01 .198*007 ._0F'00I .17_03 70.1 .7/1_00 .67144)05 .0154_04 Uilq
1q25.0 .0 7102,0 .10 -1.2_ .1_;_07 .1N-001 .1710_03 67,5 .386_00 .67"_+005 .317_404 Ld_





The example case given herein ©orresponds to the results presented in
Volume I Fig. 7.15 and 7.16 for X/L = 0.1, 0.2 and 0.3. The problem solved is
heating to the bottom centerlino of an orbiter using the effective running
length concept. Zn the wind tunnel case, time Is used to denote different run
conditions. Since the effective running length changes with angle of attack and
angle of attack with run conditions, the time dependent geometry option ts used.
The PR_MIlq interactive listing is followed by the PREMII_output file. The
output listing from LANMINresulting from the PREMINoutput file is given last.
The output l_slting contains the intermediate print as well as the summary page.
The description of the intermediate output symbols and units is given in Table
4.1. The summary print follows each case. Cases 1, 2, and 3 are for body
points 100, 200 and 300 corresponding to X/L = O.lO, 0.20, and 0.30 respective-
ly. The heating load in the summary print ham no meaning for a wind tunnel case
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RUNPREMIN






























• " " .... O0000001-TSE05
TRAJECTORY INPUT
D
DO YOU HAVE A TRAJECTORYINPUT FILE ?
NO
WHAT IS THE NUNBEROF TRAJECTORYPOINTS ? (50 TRAJoPTSo MAXIHUI)
4
WILL BETA VALUESBE INPUT ?
NO
TYPE IN THE FOLLOWINGTRAJECTORYVARIABLES SEPERATEDBY COMHAS
............ 50 TINES NAXIMUM...........









TINE ALTITUDE VELOCITY ANGLEATTACK
(SEC) (FT) (FT/SEC) (DEG)
_ 1 0.1000E+01 O.O000E+O0 0°3816E+04 0,2000E+02
_ 2 0o2000E+01 OoO000E+O0 0o5821E+04 0°2986E+02
5 0.5000E+01 O.O000E+O0 0.5821E+04 0.5998E+02
_ 4 0.4000E+01 OoO000E+O0 0._859E+04 0._998E+02
, DO YOUWISH TO CHANGEANY OF THE TRAJECTORYINPUT ?
NO
• DO YOUWISH TO WRITE THIS INPUT TO A FILE ?
! YES
i WHAT IS THE NEt'/ FILE NANE ?
i TRAJ,FIL
;_._i TRAJECTORYINPUT IS OOMPLETE
_LI ATMOSPHEREDATA
i
OPTIONS 1. 1962 UoSo STANDARDATMOSPHERE
2. WlND TUNNEL OPTION
_i 5. INPUT ATMOSPHERICDATA(ALTpT-INFwP-INF)
_" 4° 1963 PATRICK AIR FORCEBASE ATMOSPHERE





IS THIS OPTION CORRECT?
YES






i i I il i | I I
WINDTUNNELOPTION
INPUTSTATICTEHPERATUREANDPRESSUREAS A FUNCTIONOF TIME.
TIME ANDFREESTREAMVEL. ARE INPUT IN TRAJ. DATAWITH ALT. SET = 0.0 i
...... 4 VALUESREQUIRED......













i-_ OPTIONS I, HEMISPHERESTAGNATIONPOINT ,,°;,
2, CATO/JOHNSONSWEPTCYLINDER _








11, FIN-PLATE PEAK_fTrERFERENCEH ATING -_
OPTIONSELECTED?
4,0 _
: SHOULDRAREFIEDFLOWHEATINGBE INCLUDED? _
IS THE HEATTRANSFEROPTIONCORRECT?
YES "'
i ii | i i I | I I
J
_ B-17 ;_




























, w CONTINUATIONOPTIONm • m
DOYOUWANTTO PROVIDEAN INITIAL HEATINGLOADGT 0°0 (BTU/SQoFT) ?
NO
B-18
_:"i:....i...............7__-:IZi_"-j ....................................]ii-,,i-: -,ii:: 60000001-TSE08
&Idq,
• I[I ii i
' DOYOUWANTTO USEA HEATTRANSFERMULTIPLICATIONMETHOD?
NO
TRANSITIONOPTIONS
OPTIONS I. TIME DEPENDENT:LAMTO TURB


























....... FLOWFIELD ............ PRESSURE......
-1. FLOWFIELDTYPE NOT NEEDED -1o PRESSURETYPE NOT NEEDED
1. SHARPWEDGESHOCKANGLE 1. INPUT CP VS NACH NO. TABLE
2. SHARPCONESHOCKANGLE 2, TANGENTWEDGEPRESSURE
| ). OBLIQUE ANDNORMALSHOCK(90 DEG) _o TANGENTCONEPRESSURE
i 4, PARALLELSHOCK(PRES NOT NEEDED) 4o OBLIQUE SURFACEPRESSURE
5. MODI FIED NEWTONIAN6° PRANDTL-M YEREXPo (FF NOT NEEDED)
* t * * INPUT OPTIONS IN PAIRS WI'II_ ASSOCIATEDDELTA ANGLES* m •(NOT1E¢TO SIGNIFY END OF CASEUSE -1.0 FOR BOTH FF AND PRESS. OPTIONS.)






_ TOTAL EFFECTIVE ANGLE
_ SET1
_7 FF SHRP-CC)NE ALPHA + 2.800




















t i i i i i i L I
CONTROLFLAGS
YOUARECOMPLETINGINPUTFORCASE 1
WHATIS THEBODYPOiNT NUMBERFORCASE 1 ?
100
SHOULDLANMINCREATEAN OUTPUTFILE FORCASE 1 ?
YES
PRINT CONTROLOPTIONS
O, DETAILED PRI NTOUT
1. DETAILEDPLUSSUMMARYPRINTOUT
2. SUMI,C_RYPRI NTOUT
NOTE=IF AN OUTPUTFILE IS TO BE CREATEDEITHER








IS CASE 2 ALONGTHE SAMESTREN4.INE
AS CASE 1 ?
NO
B-21
..... .... .......... " .......... O0000001-TSE 1
ORIGINAL PAGE I11
t OF POOR QUALITY
INPUT CONTROLFLAG
1. NEWCASE FOLLOWSUSING TITLE,TIMING AND 1RAJ.
DATA FROMPREVIOUSCASE •
2. END OF INPUT (LAST CASE_
3. NEWCASE FOLLOWSUSING TRAJ.DATA FROMPREVIOUSCASE.
NEWTITLE AND TIMING. INITIAL CASE DATAUNCHANGED.
4, NEWCASE FOLLOWSUSING NEWTITLE, TIMING, TRAJ. ANDCASE DATA.
(INITIALLY ZERO W ARRAY)
5. SAMEAS (1) EXCEPTZERO ALL CASE DATA FROMPREVIOUSCASE
6. SAMEAS (3) EXCEPT INITIALIZE ZERO ALL TIHING AND CASEDATA
OPTION SEI:ECTED t
1.0
,t**= INPUT OOMPLETE FOR CASE 1 _*_
DO YOU WANTTO MAKEANY MODIFICATIONS TO CASE 1 ?
NO
1
i i • • • ii • i
CREATEOUTPUTF ILE
_ WHATIS THE NAMEOF THE OUTPUT FILE TO BE CREATEDI'
PREMI N.OUT
WHAT IS THE TITLE FOR CASE 1 7 (NOTE= "/2 CHAR. LIMIT)
BO'ITOMCENTERLINE HEATING TO GENERIC ORBITER AT MACH8-TUNNEL B
INTERACTIVE INPUT FOR CASE 2
IS CASE 2 ATMOSPHEREDATA SAMEAS FOR CASE 1 ?
YES
i
IS CASE 2 WIND TUNNEL DATA SAMEAS FOR CASE 1 ?
YES





- ....... ._, , L# "" '.... O0000001-TSE 1





,_; 3. ECKERTREF. ENTHALPYFLAT PLATE METHOD
4o ECKERTISPAULDING-CHI FLAT PLATE METHOD
5, BOEING RHO-MUFLAT PLATE METHOD
_ 6. BECKWlTH/GALLAGHERSWEPTCYLINDER METHOD
......: , 7, BOEING RHO-MUSWEPTCYLINDER METHOD
8o LEES/DETRA-HIDALGOHEMISPHEREDISTRIBUTION
_.... 9, LEESIDE ORBITER HEATING
10, FLAP REATTACHNENTHEATING
11. FIN-PLATE PEAK INTERFERENCEHEATING
OPTION SELECTEDt
4.0
SHOULDRAREFIED FLOWHEATING BE INCLUDED?
NO
IS THE HEAT TRANSFEROPTION CORRECT?
YES
4. ECKERT/SPAULDING-C_' FLAT PLATE METHOD
RUNNINGLENGTH (F'r) ?
,35}2
i SURFACEDISTANCE TO START OF TURBULENTB.L.
! THIS DISTANCE IS SUBTRACTEDFROMTHE RUNNINGLENGTH
i FOR TURBULENTHEATING CALCULATIONS°
DESIRED LENGTH ?
-'_" 0,0














'-' ..... 00000001 -/Or-! ,
:i
* * _ IIALL CONDITION,_ _ * *




,M CONTINUAl'ION Of_ION N _ ,_
DO YOU WANTTO F_OVIDL. AN INITIAL. HEATING LOADGT 0.0 (bTU/SQ,F]') i)NO
J i i _ I i I
DO YOUWANTTO USE A HEAT TRANSFERMULTIPLICATION fETHOD ?NO
i i ! iii ii
IS CASE 2 TRANSITION DATA THE SAMEfb." CASE 1 t
YES
i i i ...... , ., . i
DO YOU WANTCROSSFLOWAOJUSTMENTOPTION ?
NO
i i i i i i
IS CASE 2 FLOWFIELD DATA THE SAMEAS FOR CASE 1 ?
NO
FLOh'FIELD AND LOL;ALPRESSUREOPTIONS
...... FLOWFIELD ............ PRESSURE......
-1, FLOWFIELDTYPE NOT NEEDED -1, PRESSURETYPE NOT NEEDED
1, SHARPWEDGESHOCKANGLE 1o INPUT CP VS I_CH NO, T/_LE
2. SHARPCONE SHOCKANGLE 2, TANGENTWEDGEPRESSURE
3, OBLIQUE ANDNORMALSHOCK(90 DEG) 3. TANGENTCONEPRESSURE
4, PARALLEL SHO_ (PRES NOT NEEDED) 4, OBLIQUE SURFACEPRESSURE
5. NODIFIED NEWTONIAN
6, PRANDTL-MEYEREXP, (FF NOT NEEDED)
B-24
OOOOOO01-TSEI'
_i w N w ,mINPUTOPTIONSIN PAIRS WITH ASSOCIATED ELTAANGLES_ _' *










| i t n i i I u I I
DOYOUWANTTO USETIME DEPENDENTGEOPETRY?
YES


















w' YOU ARE EX)MPLET ING INPUT FOR CASE 2
WHAT IS THE BODY POINT NUMBER FOR CASE 2 ?
200 #




1. DETAILED PLUS SUMMARYPRINTOUT
2. SUMMARYPRINTOUT
NOTE: IF AN OUTPUTFILE IS TO BE CREATEDEITHER







i IS CASE 5 ALONGTHE SANE STREAMLINE
_ AS CASE 2 ?
NO
INPUT CONTROLFLAG
1. NEWCASE FOLLOWSUSING TITLEpTIM!NG ANDTRAJ.
DATA FROMPREVIOUS CASE
2. END OF I NPUT (LAST CASE)
2. NEWCASE FOLLOWSUSING TRAJ.DATA FROMPREVIOUSCASE.
NEt/ TITLE ANDTIMING. INITIAL CASE DATAUNQ-tANGED°
4. NEWCASE FOLLOWSUSING NEWTITLEpTININGpTRAJ. AND CASEDATA.
(INITIALLY ZERO W ARRAY)
5. SAMEAS (1) EXCEPTZERO ALL CASE DATA FROMPREVIOUSCASE
6. SAMEAS (._) EXCEPT INITIALIZE ZERO ALL TIMING AND CASEDATA
OPTION SELECTED?
1.0
***** INPUT COMPLETEFOR CASE 2 ***w,
DO YOUWANTTO MAKEANY MODIFICATIONS TO CASE 2 ?
YES
B-26
.... . '" O0000001-TSF'
MODIFICATION SECTIONS
i.., !. T IMING PARAMETERS
2. TRAJECTORYDATA
3. ATNOSPHEREDATA







11 , HEATING INDICATOR
12. OR CHANGEA SPECIFIC VARI/_'LE IN W ARRAY
SECTION TO BE MODIFIED ?
9.




I.. TIME(SEC),RADII (FT),LENGTH(FT)wSLOPE OR SWEEP(DEG)
: 1o0,0.0,.3532,0.0






I_! DO YOUWISH TO MODIFY ANY OTHERSECTIONS FOR CASE 2 ?
'i NO
i
.ii ***** INPUT COMP,.ETEFOR CASE 2 *****
DO YOU WANTTO HAKE ANY MODIFI CATIONS TO CASE 2 ?
• NO
INTERACTIVE INPUT FOR CASE 3
o
i • | )






IS CASE 3 WIND TUNNEL DATA ,_AI_. AS FOR CASE 2 ?
YES
ii ii _ immln
J
DO YOU WANTTO RUN A HEATING INDICATOR ?
NO
L i i n





3. ECKERTREFo ENTHALPYFLAT PLATE METHOD
4 o ECKERT/SPAULDING-CHI FLAT PLATE METHOD
5o BOEING I_IO-MU FLAT PLATE METHOD
6, BECKWITH/GALLAGHERSWEPTCYLINDER METHOD
7. BOEING RHO-MUSWEPTCYLINDER METHOD
8. LEES/DETRA-HIDALGOHEMISPHEREDISTRIBUTION
9o LEESIDE ORBITER HEATING
10° FLAP REATTACHNENTHEATING
11 ° FI N-PLATE PEAK I NTERFERENCEHEATING
OPTION SELECTFD ?
4°0
SHOULDRAREFIED FLOWHEATING BE INCLUDED?
NO
IS THE HEAT TRANSFEROFTION CORRECT?
YES
i i i i
4. ECKERT/SPAULDING-CHI FLAT PLATE NETHOD
RUNNING LENGTH (FT) ?
.5254
SURFACEDISTANCE TO START OF TURBULENTB.L.























_ m m CONTINUATIONOPTION* mii-
















IS CASE _ FLOWFIELDDATATHE SAMEAS FORCASE 2 ?NO
B-29
....... . . ..,
00000001-TSF05
L • FLOWFIELD AND LOCAL PRESSUREOPTIONS
...... FLOV/FIELD ............ PRESSURE......
-1° FLOWFIELDTYPE NOT NEEDED -1. PRESSURETYPE NOT NEEDED
1° SHARPWEDGESHOCKANGLE 1o INPUT CP VS HACHNO° TABLE
2° SHARPCONE SHOCKANGLE 2° TANGENTWEDGEPRESSURE
5° OBLIQUE ANDNORHALSHOCK(90 DEG) ,3. TANGENTCONEPRESSURE
4° PARALLELSHOCK (PRES NOT NEEDED) 4° OBLIQUE SURFACEPRESSURE
5. MODIFIED NEWTONIAN
6o PRANDTL-MEYEREXP. (FF hOT ;_IEEDED)
m . _ w INPUT OPTIONS IN PAIRS WITH ASSOCIATEDDELTA ANGLESt _ _ *








FF SHRP-CONE ALPHA + 0.000
P TAN-WEDGE ALPHA+ 0.000
ANY CHANGES?
NO
[ i i i _ I
DO YOU t/ANT TO USE TII_ DEPENDENTGEOMETRY? "I
YES
IS CASE ._ TIME DEPENDENTGEOMETRYDATATHE SAMEAS FOR CASE 2 ?
NO
TIME DEPENDENTGEOMETRY
NUMBEROF TIME DEPENDENTENTklES ? (MAX=IO)
4










YOU ARE COMPLETINGINPUT FOR CASE 3
! - WHATIS THE BODYPOINT NUNBERFOR CASE 3 ?
300




1. DETAILED PLUS SUMI.U_RYPRINTOUT
2. SUMMARYPRINTOUT
NOTE= IF AN OUTPUTFILE IS TO BE CREATEDEITHER








IS CASE 4 ALONGTHE SAMESTREAI_.INE
AS CASE 3 ?
NO
INPUT CONTROLFLAG
1o NEWCASE FOLLONSUSING TITLE, TIMING ANDTRAJ.
DATAFROM PREVIOUSCASE
2, END OF INPUT (LAST CASE)
3. NEWCASE FOLLOWSUSING TRAJ.DATA FROMPREVIOUSCASE.
NEWTITLE ANDTIMING. INITIAL CASE DATAUNCHANGED.
4. NEWCASE FOLLOWSUSING NEWTITLE,TIMING, TRAJo AND CASEDATA.
' (INITIALLY ZERO W ARRAY)
5° SNvE AS (1) EXCEPT ZERO ALL CASE DATA FROH PREVIOUSCASE




°"........":' ........... .......... 00000001_TeEn';lOlU.o
***** INPUT COMPLETEFOR CASE _ imp**










1.000 0.000 3816.000 20.000 0.000
2.000 0.000 3821.000 29.860 0.000
3.000 0.000 3821.000 39.980 0.000
4.000 0.000 3859.000 39.980 0.000
10 1.0000 11 4.0000
130.2097000




27 1.0000 31 36.0000 32 15.0000 37 2.8000 38 2.8000
261 1.0000 262 2.0000 319 1.0000 451 94.7000 452 95.0000
453 95.0000 454 96.9000 501 8.0640 502 8.2080 503 8.2080






611 100.0000 642 1.0000 643 1,0000 647 1.0000 641 1.0000
10 1.0000 11 4.0000
130.3532000




27 1.0000 31 36.0000 32 15.0000
370.3000000
380.3000000
261 1.0000 262 2.0000 319 1.0000 451 94.7000 452 95.0000
453 95.0000 454 96.9000 501 8.0640 502 8.2080 503 8.2080






611 200.0000 642 1.0000 643 1.0000 647 2,0000 641 1.0000
B-33
00000001-TSF09
10 1.0000 11 4.0000
130.5254000




27 1o0000 31 3G.O000 32 15.0000 261 1.0000 262 2.0000
319 1.0000 451 94.7000 4_2 95.0000 4_3 95.0000 454 96.9000
501 8.0640 502 8.2080 503 8.2080 504 12.6720 560 4.0000
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C LANGLEY MINIVER PREPR(.iCESSORCODE























C I IN - INTERACTIVE INPUT UNIT NUMBER




C MFLAG = 0 ENGLISH UNITS
C MFLAG = 1 METRIC UNITS
C FLAG = 1 CREATENEWOUTPUTFILE
C FLAG = 1 MODIFY AN EXISTING OUTPUTFILE
C JFLAG = 1 DELETEDLAST CASE
C INSERT = 1 CURRENTCASE AN INSERTION CASE
C TFLAG = 1 TITLE EXISTS FOR CURRENTCASE
C FNAM6 - NAIVEOF INPUT FILE TO BE MODIFIED
C JFKS - PROGRAMINPUT CONTROLPARAMETERFOR PREVIOUSCASE
C NC - CASE NUMBER
; C ND - NUMBEROF CASES DELETED
C NI - NUMBEROF CASES INSERTED
C TITL1 - TITLE FOR A SET OF C=.SES
C NCPM'r - NUMBEROF ENTRIES IN PRESSURECOEFFICIENT T/_BLE
C NCPMTS- SAVEDVALUE OF NCPHT
: C TMCP - MACHNUMBERS
C TMCPS - SAVEDVALUES OF TMCP ARRAY
C TCPM - CP ARRAY
C TCPMS - SAVEDVALUESOF TCPM ARRAY
C W - WORKINGARRAYOF W VALUE TO BE MODIFIED
C WW - W ARRAYMODIFIED TO DESIRED UNITS FOR OUTPUT










1_(} I-(II(MA'I'(IIII,,'INT|II_ACIIVINPU I0 L/_ICMINIVIJ_- I.ANMIN')
C (.IdA'll:OR I_)hlfY OUll111FILl
35 WI_llI(II_Ii'I,,36)
3t, I()RMAI(III,II)X,'I_IIII_III .IMIIIIiJF.J'll,,
$ I×,ti. CId.AII:A NFW OUIIlllIIIIt,Ip




' C NAMEFILE FOR IVIODIFICAIION
10 WRITE( fOUl, 12)
12 FORMAT(//,IX,'WHAT IS THE NAMEOF THE INPUT FILE ?e)
READ(I IN, 13_ERR=IO, END=9999)FNAM6
13 FORMAT(A20)
DPEN(UNIT=9,F ILE'-FNAMS,STATUS=IOLDI, ERR=8888)
I F(MFLAG.EQ.I )WRITE( IOUT,25)
25 FORIVIAT(/,IX, IINPUT FILE IS IN ENGLISH UNITS.V,IpIX,
$ 'ALL CHANGESMUSTBE IN ENGLISH UNITS.t,/)
MFLAG=O
33 IF(IADD.EQ.1)GO TO .37
IF(FLAG.EQ.2)CALL INPUT(l)
IF(INSERT. EQ.1)GO TO 37
IF(JFLAG,EQ.1)GO TO 3
34 IF(FI.AG.EO.2)GO TO 200
C CHOOSEUNITS TO BE USED
20 WRITE( IOUT,21 )








C INPUT DATAFOR CASE
3 WRITE(lOUT,38) NC
38 FDRMAT(/p1X_tlNTERACTIVE INPUT FOR CASE t,l_)













...................... -- n:_:'_:_ '_?........_--_i_11":.,,....'.:. ...
........... ooooo0oI
_'" CALL HE,_TIN
_. GO TO 9000
_3 CALL HTRHTD
't.1 WRITE(lOUT,55)
•r_ FORHAT(1HI,tDO YOUWANTTG USE A HEAT TRANSFERtp d
$ tleJLTIPLICATION METHO0?t)
READ( I IN, 4.5,ERR".54,END"9999) ANS
IF (ANS.EQ. 1HY)CALL HTHULT
CALL TRANS
69 WRITE(IOUTp70)
70 FORMAT(1HI,°DO YOU WANTCROSSFLOWADJUSTMENTOPTION ?o)
RE,i,D( I IN,45, ERR=69,END=9999)ANS
IF(ANS.EQ. IHY)CALL CROSS
CALL FLOW(I)
._ 89 WRITEt lOUT,90)
_. 90 FORHAT(1HlpODOYOUWANTTO USE TIME DEPENDENTGEOMETRY?o)
READ( I IN, 4.5,ERR=89,END=9999) ANS




WRITE( I OUT,100) NC
100 FORHAT(//,IX, ° t**** INPUT COMPLETEFOR CASE °,l],° _.¢._._mt)
710 WRITE(IOUT,220)NC
i 2';!0 FORt@.T(/,IX,°DO YOU WANTTO MAKEANY MODIFICATIONS TO o$ oCASE t 13,t ?t)
., READ( I IN, 4.5,ERR=21O, END=9999) ANS 1
"i-_ IF (ANS.EQ. IHY)CALL NODIFY iIF(ANS.EQ.IHV)GO TO 200
_" CALL UNITS
_i CALL OUTPUT
_ ! IF(W(641) .EQ.2 )()0 TC.;9900r:_ . •
_" C ZERO W ARRAYACCORDINGTO PROGRANINPUT CONTROLPARAMETER
C OF LAST CASE
CALL INPUT(Z) ._





l_,-i 110 FORf_T(//,IX, °*m_m*i OUTPUTFILE COMPLETE tmmwmm_mo)
CALL EXIT
8888 CONTINUE
WRITE( IOUT,8889 ) FNAH6









C THIS ROUTINE HAS 2 FUNCTIONS
C IB = 1 ROUTINE READS IN W ARRAYDATA FROMOLD RUN FILE !
C IB ,, 2 ZEROSOUT W ARRAYACCORDINGTO PROGRAMINPUT CONTROL
C PARAMETEROF LAST CASE
C JFK - PROGRAMINPUT OONTROLPARAMETER












C CHECKFOR IB = 2
_ IF(IB.EQ.2)GO TO 5
C CHECK IF LAST CASEWASAN INSERTEDCASE
IF(INSERT.EQ. 1)GO TO 400
NC1=NC+I
2 WRITE(IOUTp_5)NC]
3 FORMAT(1X_vDOYOUWISH TO INSERT A CASEBEFORECASE v
$ 13o ?o)





IF( IB.EQo1 ) JFK=JFKS
JFKS=W(641)+°0001










C ..................... ZEROTIMING PARAMETERSANDPRINT CONTROL
110 DO 1100 J=lp8
1100 W(J)=O.O
C ....................... ZEROCASE DhTA -- -


















............................ TIMING PARAMETERANDPRINT CONTROL
READ(9p 140) (W(J ) _J=1,8 )
140 FORMAT( 3F20.6 )
IF(JFK.EQ.3.OR.JFK.EQ.6)GO TO 160





C ............................................... TRAJ DATA ....
READ(9_ 155) (W(K) _W(K+50) ,W(K D¬ ,W(K+160)wW(K+6OO)pK=51eNT)
160 W(641)=0.0
C ............................................... CASE DATA .....
170 READ(9_175) (L(J),X(J), J=1,5)
DO 171 J=1,5





C ............................................. APPENDING CASES "
181 WRITE( lOUT,182)
182 FORHAT(/plX, tDO YOUWANTTO ADD ADDITIONAL CASESAFTER THE I,
$ ICURRENTEND CASE ?t)
READ(I IN,4eERR=181, END=9999)ANS
IF (ANS. EO.1HY) I ADD=I
18,5 CONTINUE




IF(JFCP. LE.O)GO TO 210
READ( 9p1 90) NCPM'F
190 FORMAT(I,_)
READ(9_20O) (TMCP( J),T(.,I_(J), J=l ,NCPHT)
200 FORMATt 21"10.6)
21O CONTINUE
IF(W(641) .EQ. 2. )CLOSE(UNI T-g, STATUS=eKEEPt)
C ....................................... DELETEDCASES ....
220 WRITE(IOUT,250) NC
230 FORMAT(tXwtDOYOU WISH TO DELETE CASE t_13pt ?t)
READ(I IN_4pERR=22O,END=9999)ANS
IF(ANS.EQ.1HN)GO TO 290





250 FORMAT(1X,°CASE 1,13, t DELETED. CASE tpl3pl REDEFINED I
$ IAS CASE 1,13)
ND=ND+I
IF(NC. NE,1)GO TO 5 #1
IF(JFK.EQ.4)GO 'TO 5
260 WRITE(IOUT,270)
270 FORMAT(1XpISINCE YOU WISHEDTO DELETE CASE 1 DO YOU ALSO t,
$ tWANT TO DELETE THE tw/plXwtTITLEpTIMINGwAND TRAJ. THAT Iw
$ tCORRESPONDSTO CASE 1 71)









W( 641 ) =FLOAT( JFKS)
GO TO 290







READ( I IN, 4, ERR=430, END=9999) ANSS














MAY USE DATA FROMPREVIOUSCASE IF JFKS =1 OR 3
IF(JFKS.NE.1 .AND.JFKS.NE.3)GO TO 9
NCMI=NC-1
1 WRITE( IOUT,2) NC,NCM1
2 FORMAT(1HlwtlS CASE t_13pt ATMS. DATA SAMEAS tw





20 FORMAT(///w t INPUT ATMOSPHERICDATAt,//_
$ 1X, tFREESTREAMSTATIC TEMPERATUREANDPRESSUREAS A =,
$ vFUr_.TION OF ALTITUDEt,/,1X, IO( t .I)_f 50 MAXIMUMt
$ IVALUESI lO(t .t))
30 WRITE( IOUT,40 )
40 FORMAT(lX, tHOWMANYALTITUDE VALUES WILL BE INPUT ?t)
READ( I INw% ERR=30_END=9999) W(400)
C NALT = NUMBEROF ALTITUDE ENTRIES
NALT=W(400)+.O01
IF (MFLAG.EQ.O)WRITE(lOUT,50)
IF (MFLAG.EQ.1 )WRITE( IOUT,51 )
50 FORt/_,T(1Xpt ALTITUDE(FT) _T" INF(R) pP- I NF(LB/SFT) t )
51 FORIC=.T( lX, t ALTITUDE(M),T" INF(K), P- I NF(NEWTON/SO.M) l )
DO 1000 I=1 , NALT
60 WRITE(lOUT,70) I
70 FORMAT(lXp 12)
READ(I IN, % ERR=60_,END=9999) W(400+ I )A,W(450+I )_W(500+l )
1000 CONTINUE
80 WRITE(IOUTpgO)
90 FORMAT(/_IX, tARE ALL INPUTS CORRECT?l)
READ(I IN_100p ERR=80_END=9999)ANS
1O0 FORMAT(A1)


















C TITLES FOR ATMOSPHEREOPTIONS
DATA OrlAR/t 1962 U.S. STANDARDATMOSPHEREt ,
$ tWIND TUNNEl. OPTIONtp
$ 11NPUT ATMOSPHERIC DATA(ALT, T" INF,P- INF) t,
$ °1963 PATRICK AIR FORCEBASE ATMOSPHEREt,
$ t1971 VANDENBERGREFERENCEATMOSPHERE'/
C USE ATMS. DATA FROMPREVIOUSCASE IF JFKS = 1 OR 3
IF(JFKS.NE.1.AND.JFKS.NE.3)GO TO 9
! NCM1=NC-1
• 1 K'RITE( I OUT,2) NC, NCM1
" 2 FORMAT(IHI,tlS CASE t,13,t ATMOSPHEREDATASANE AS t
• , $ tFOR CASE 'el3,' ?')
READ( I IN_6 O•ERR=1, END=9999 ) ANS
IF (ANS.EQ.1HY)RETURN
9 CONTINUE
10 WRITE(IOUTp20) (I ,C).IAR(I ), 1=1_5)
. _ 20 FORMAT(///_,SX, 'ATMOSPHEREDATAt ,//,lX, 'OPTIONS t, ..
$ Ilw t. t,A40,/,4(11X, ll,t. t,A40,/),
$ /_IX, tOPTION SELECTED?t)
READ(I I N_% ERR=IOj,END=9999)W( 1O)
J=IFIX(W(lO))
WRITE( I OUT,3 O)CHAR( J)
' 30 FORMAT(/_, 1X, A40)
40 WRITE( IOUT,50)
50 FORMAT(/,IX, t IS THIS OPTION CORRECT?t)



























60 FORNAT(1Xwtyou ARE COMPLETINGINPUT FOR CASE °pl3)
65 FORINT(A1)
70 WRITE(IOUTw80) NC
80 FORMAT(/_IXpVWHAT IS THE BODY POINT NUMBERFOR CASE vp
$ I_pt ?t)
READ(I IN, m.,ERR=7O_,END=g999)W(611 )
90 P,RITE( IOUTI,100) NC
100 FORNAT(lXj,vSHOULDLANMIN CREATEAN OUTPUTFILE FOR CASE t
$ ,13,,t ?o)
READ( I IN, 65_,ERR=904,END=9999) ANS




C CHECKFOR HEATING INDICATOR OPTION
120 IF(ANS1.EQ.1HY)GO TO 140 /* HEATING INDICATOR W(642)=2°0
C .....................-- - ----- --- - - - PRINT OPTION .....-- -
WRITE ( IOUT_,130)
130 FORNAT(/j.IOXj, tPRINT CONTROLOPTIONSIJ,
$lX, tO. DETAILED. "INTOUTO,/p
$ 1X, tl. DETAILED I"L..._ SUMMARYPRINTOUTtJ,
$lX, t2o SUMMARYPRINTOUTtp//p
$ 1XwtNOTE: IF AN OUTPUTFILE IS TO BE CREATEDEITHER t /,
$ IX, tOPTION 1° OR 2. MUSTBE SELECTEDtJ/_
$IX, tOPTION SELECTED?t)
READ( I IN, moERR=120pEND=9999) W(642)
C ................................... OUTPUTUNITS OPTION "--
140 WRITE( IOUT,150)
150 FORMAT(//,IOX, tOUTPUT UNITS OPTIONStJ/,
$ 1X, tO. ENGLISHIJ,
$lX, tl. METRICt_//p
$ 1X, tOPTION SELECTED?t)
READ(I IN_% ERR=140,END=9999) W(648)
C ........................................ STREAMLINEOPTION--
160 WRITE(IOUTplTO)NC+l,NC
170 FORMAT(//plX_ tIS CASE Vwl3,t ALONGTHE t,







C .......................PROGRAM INPUT CONTROL PARAMETERS .....
180 WRITE(lOUT,IgO)
190 FORMAT(//,IOX,tlNPUT CONTROL FLAGI,//,
$ 1X, ll. NEWCASE FOLLOWSUSING TITLE,TIMING ANDTRAJ. I,
$ /,GX_IDATA FROMPREVIOUSCASEIp/_ #
$ 1Xp°2. END OF INPUT (LAST CASE)t_/,
$ iX, 15. NEWCASE FOLLOWSUSING TRAJ.DATA FROMPREVIOUS t e t
$ tCASE,tp/,GXptNEW TITLE ANDTIMING. INITIAL CASE DATA t w
$ tUNCHANGED,t /_
$ IX, t4, NEWCASE FOLLOWSUSING NEWTITLE,TIMING, TRAJ. t,
$ rAND CASE DATA.t,/_GXpI(INITIALLY ZERO W ARRAY)t,/,
$ 1X_tS. SAMEAS (1) EXCEPTZERO ALL CASEDATA FROM t,
$ tPREVlOUS CASEt,/,
$ _X, t6. SAHEAS (5) EXCEPT INITIALIZE ZERO ALL TIMING t,
$ rAND CASE DATAt,//,
$ lXttOPTION SELECTED?t)
READ(I INp _wERR=I80_END=9999)W(641 )
GOTO500

















MAY USE CROSSFLOWDATA FROMPREVIOUSCASE IF JFKS = 1 OR .'5
IF(JFKSoNEol .AND. JFKSoNE.])GO TO 9
NCt41=NC-1
1 WRITE( IOUT=,2 ) NC=,NCM1
2 FORMAT(///p o IS CASE °,,13w o CROSSFLOWDATA THE SAME AS °,




10 WRITE( I OUT=,20)
20 FORMAT(///jlX, IOXj,°CROSS FLOWADJUSTMENTSOJ/=,
$ IOX=,°lo OONSTANTWIDTH RECTANGLE(IDEALGAS)O4,/=,
$ tOXj°2. CONSTANTWIDTH RECTANGLE(REALGAS)O,/=,
$ lOX=,O3. SHARPEDGEDELTA WING(IDEAL GAS)°J,
$ lOX=,°4o SHARP EDGEDELTA WING(REAL GAS)O=,  =,
$ IX=,°OPTION SELECTEDt °)
READ(I IN=,*=,ERR=I0=,END=9999)W(201)
IT= IFIX(W(201 ) )
GO TO (100_,200,300=,400)IT
GO TO 500
............................... CROSSFLOWOPTION 1 ......
100 I F(MFLAGoEQoO)WRITE( IOUTp110)
I F(MFLAG.EQ.1 )t/RITE( IOUT=,111)
110 FORHAT(//,lX=,Olo CONSTANTWIDTH RECTANGLE(IDEALGAS)O=,
$ //=,IX,°RECTANGLE WlDTH(FT) ?o)
111 FORMAT(//,IX, Ol. CONSTANTWIDTH RECTANGLE(IDEALGAS)°=,
$ //=,lX=,°RECTANGLE WIDTH(M) t o)
READ(I IN=,_=,ERR=100=,END=9999)W(202)
120 IF(MFLAG.EQ°O)WRITE(lOUT, 130)
IF (MFLAG°EO°1 )WRITE( lOUT=,131)







IF(ANS, EQ.1HY)GO TO 100
GO TO 600
C ............................... CROSS FLOWOPTION 2 ......
200 IF(MFLAG.EQ.O)WRITE(IOUT,710) '_
I F(MFLAG.EQo1)WRITE( lOUT, 211 )
210 FORMAT(//,1X_O2. CONSTANTWIDTH RECTANGLE(RE_)GAS)I=," :,
$ //=,IX=,°RECTANGLE WlDTH(FT) t o)
211 FORMAT(//,lXp°2. CONSTANTWIDTH RECTANGLE(REALGAS)°=,
$ //,1X,°RECTANGLE WIDTH(M) ?o)






I F(MFLAG.EQ. I )WRITE( IOUT_131 )
READ(I IN, _,ERR_'220, END=9999)W(205)
230 WRITE(IOUTj,240)
240 FORMAI'(1XmtREN. GAS VELOCITY GRADIENT (0.331 FLAT I,
$ ISURFACEa,I D SWEPTCYLINDER) ?1)





C ............................... CROSSFLCM OPTION 3 .......
3300 WRITE(IOUT, 510)
3310 FORMAT(//plX_t.3, SHARPEDGE DELTA WING(IDEAL GAS)Vp
$ //plXptDELTA WING SWEEPANGLE(DEG) ?I)
READ( I I Np_ ERR=_O0_END=9999) W( 203 )
320 WRITE(IOUT_150)
READ(I I N_,160_ ERR=520wEND=9999) ANS
IF(ANS,EQ.1HY)GO TO 500
GO TO 600
C ................................ CROSSFLOWOPTION 4 .......
400 WRITE( IOUTw4_O)
410 FORMAT(//wiXpt4. SHARPEDGE DELTA WINGIREAL GAS)I,
$ //plX_,tDELTA WING SWEEPANGLE(DEG) ?t)
READ( I IN, mpERR=400, END=9999) W(205 )
420 WRITE(IOUT_,450)
430 FORMAT(1XptREAL GAS VELOCITY GRADIENT(SHARPEDGE t4,
$ tDELTA WING = 0o51w POINTED CONE= 1,0) ?v)
READ(I IN, % ERR=420wEND=9999)W(204)











620 FORMAT(/,1X_tlS THE OPTION CORRECT?t)
READ( I INp160pERR=610_,END=99°9) ANS












C ROUTINE TO SET FLOWFIELD AND LOCAl. PRESSUREOPTIONS
C ID " I CREATING NE)/ FLOWFIELD DATA
C ID = 2 HODIFYING OLD FLOWFIELDDATA
COI_40N/WARRAYIW(700) #
COMMON/UNIT/IIN, lOUT
COMMON/PO0EFF/TMCP( 50 ) ,,TCPM( 50 ) pNCPMT i
COMMON/H lSC/NC,JFKSpTFLN3..,MFLAG,,ANSI
C
C FF(N) " FLOWFIELDOPTION
C FFA(N) - ANGLEOORRESPONDINGTO FF(N)
C P(N) - LOCALPRESSUREOPTION
C PA(N) " ANGLEOORRESPONDINGTO P(N)
C FNAIV_ - NAMEFOR PRESSURECOEFFICIENT INPUT T/_LE FILE










$ tTAN.WEDGE I •
$ 'TAN-CONE '
$ 'OBL IQ-SURF' •
$ ' MOO-NEWT. I
$ ' PRARDT-MEY'/
C MAY USE FLOWFIELD DATA FROMPREVIOUSCASE IF JFKS = 1 OR ]_
IF(JFKS.NE.1 .AND. JFKS.NE.3)GO TO 9
NCN1=NC-1
1 WRITE(lOUT•2) NCpNCM1
2 FORMAT(IHI•'IS CASE '•13•' FLOWFIELD DATATHE SAMEAS '•
$ 'FOR CASE '•1_' ?')





















































I F(J • E0.37) J=46
300 I= I GO TO 110





505 FORMAT(///wlXp25XwtTOTAL EFFECTIVE ANGLE t)
510 WRITE( IOUT_515) I
.515 FORMAT(IX,, t SETt J,11)
I F(FF ( I ) ,GT,O ,O)WRITE ( IOUT_520)CHARF(FF ( I ) ) _(FFA( J) 4,J=l e I )
520 FORMAT(2XptFFI_6X_AIOwSXpIALPHA + t 9(F7.3=ol + I))
IF(P( I ).GT.O.O)WRITE ( IOUTw52,_)L"_IARP( ( 1) )p (PA(J)t J=l, I )
525 FORMAT(2X_tPtp7XpAIO_SX_tALR'IA + vp9(FT.3:p_ + _))
I=1+1












1015 FORMKI(I/I,,IXp6(I _I)jl FLOWFIELDIp6(I -I)pS×_6(I .I),
$ I pRESSUREI,6(I .t ),/,IX, t-I. FLOWFIELD TYPE NOT NEEDEDI,
% 8X, t.-I ,, PRESSURE'TYPE NOT NEEDEDI _/_,2X, 11. SHARPWEDGEI,
$ tSHOCK ANGLEI,11Xwt1,, INPUT CP VS MA[_I;_. T_LEt,/,2X,
$ t2. SHARP CONE SNOOK ^NGLE°,12X,12. TANGENT WEDGE PRESSUREI,
$ 1,2×,13. OBLIQUE AND NORMAL SHOCK (90 DEG)I,IX,
$ 13. T/_IGENTOOr'EPRESSUREI,I,2X,14. PARALLEL SHOCK _PRES oj.
$ tNOT NEEDED)t,2X,14° OBLIOUE SURFACE PRESSUREt,I,].gX,
$ iS. HODIFIED NEWTONIANt,/,39X,16. PR/_IDTL.-MEYEREXPo i,
$ I(FF NOT NEEDED)t,II,IX,._(I .i),i INPUT OPTIONS IN PAIRS o=.
$ tWITH ASSOCIATEDDELTA AN_LESt,4( t *I),/,IX, I(NOTEs TO t,
$ tSIGNIFY END OF CASE USE -'1.0 FOR BOTFIFF AND PRESS. t,
$ tOPTIONS.) °,/plX, tFLOWFIELDpDEL ANGLEpPRESSURE,DEL ANGLEI)
DO 1020 I"Ip9
1030 WRITE( I DUTe103.5) I
103.5 FORMAT(lX_ 11)
READ(I INpt_ ERR"1030, END=9999)FF( I ) _FFA( I )_P( I )_PA( I )
IF(FF(I ).EQ.-1 ..AND.P(I ).EQ.-1 .)GO TO 5UO
1020 CONTINUE
C CONVERTFLO_LIELD/PRESSURE T,_LE TO _ ARRAY
2000 CONTINUE
DO 2001 I'I,9
IF(FF( I ),GT.2.0)FF( I )'=FF( I )+3.5.0
IF(FF(I ) oGE.I .OoAND.FF( I ) oLEo2.0)FF( I )'FF( I )+34.0






2100 IF(FF(I ).EQ.-1..AND.P(I).EQ.-1 .)GO TO .3000












,, I F(J.EQ._8) J-47 '
I F(JP1 .EQo37) J=46
























3125 FORI_,#,T(lXpOIS THERE AN INPUT FILE AVAILABLE ?o)
READ( I IN_20 _ERR=]120 t END=9999)ANS
IF(ANS.EQ.1HN)GO TO 4000
C INPUT MACHTABLE VIA FILE
3130 WRITE( IOUT_313P)NC
3135 FORHAT(lXpOWHATIS THE FILE NAMEFOR CASE Opl_,O ?o)
READ( I IN.3140. ERR=31_ OpEND=9999) FNA_
3140 FORHAT(A2O)




31o5 ;ORMAT(//wlXp 13w° HACH NUMBERSt)
h_ITE(IOUT_3166)
3166 FO_MAT(//wSXp oH- INFt _T21 • oCpop/)
DO 3333 I=I,NOPMT
REA=_(8_3170)TMCP ( I ).TCPH( I )
3170 FORM/_T(2FIO.6)





_3185 FORMAT(/,1X, t IS THIS THE DATA YOUWANT ?o)
READ( I INm20• ERR=_3180mEND=9999) ANS
,F(ANSoEQ. IHY}GO TO 5000
CLO3E(UNIT=8, STATUS-OKEEPt )
GO TO 3120
C iNPUT MACHTABLE VIA TERMINAL
4000 WRITE(IOUT_4010)
4010 FORMAT(1HI_°" " ,o INPUT _!IA TERMINAL oF,, ,,o,//_lX ,
$ °HOWHANY MACHNO.S WILL BE INPUT ? (MAXIMUMOF =_,0)o)
READ( I IN. _ ERR=4000, END=9999) NCPHT
WRITE( IOUT,4015)
C--16
..... J- " =- ' O-0000002-TSB01
: i
i
4015 FORMAT(lXp IH" INF, CPt )
DO 4444 I=I,NCPHT !
4020 WRITE( IOUT, 4025) I
4025 FORMAT(IX, 12) _..
READ(I IN, *_ ERR=4020pEND=9999) TMCP( I } pTCPM(I )
4444 CONTINUE
4030 WRITE( lOUT,4035)
4035 FORMAT(/,lX, tARE THERE ANY Q'tANGESTO THE INPUT 1't)
READ( I IN,20 pERR=403OpEND=9999) AN$
IF(ANS.EQ.1HY)GO TO 4000
5000 CONTINUE /* EXIT SUBROUTINE
RETURN
8888 WRITE(IOUT,8889)










C ROUTINE FOR SETTING W /'_RAY VALUES FOR A HEATING









20 FORIvlAT(///, 1X, t HEATING INDICATORYJ/)
30 FORHAT(,_1)
WRITE(lOUT,40)
40 FORInT(IX, t FAY ANDRIDDELLI,/,
$ lX, V RADIUS = 1 FT SPHEREt,/p
$ lXw_ WALLTEI_ = 0 DEGo FV4,/w
$ 1X, l LEWIS NO. = l oOIw/p
$ 1XpI SUMMARYPRINT ONLYtp/)
W(12)=1.0 /e RADIUS
W(11)=1o0 /_ FAY _RIDDELL
W(24)=0.0 /* WALL TEMPERATURE(F)
W(31)=38.0 /* OBLIQUE SHOCK
W(37)=90.0 /_ SHOCKANGLE
W(32)=18o0 /t MODIFIED NEWTONIANPRESSURE
W(38)=90.0 /_ BODYANGLE
W(642)=2o0 /* SUNHARYPRINT ONLY
W(644) =0.0
W( 646 ) =0.0














MAY USE MULTIPLIER DATA FROMPREVIOUSCA_E IF JFKS = 1 OR
IF(JFKS.NE.1.AND.JFKS.NE._)GO TO 9
NCM1=NC-1
1 WRITE( IOUTp2) NCpNCM1
2 FORMAT(///plXpIIS CASE ewlSet MULTIPLICATION FACTORDATA Ip
$ tTHE SkirL, AS FOR CASE 1,13pt ?l)




20 FORMAT(///•lX•IOX•tHEAT TRANSFERMULTIPLICATION FACTORSt•.
$ //•IX•tOFTION TYPESt,/•lOX•
$ tl. CONSTANTVALUEt•/•IOX•
$ t2o MULTIPLIER A FUNCTIONOF TIMEt•/,IOX•
$ t3. MULTIPLIER A FUNCTION OF FREESTREAMMACHNO.t•
$ //•IX•INOTE: MULTIPLIERS ARE MULTIPLIED(I°E. t•
$ tAVPLIFICATION = TYPE1.TYPE2rrYPF,3)t•//)
_0 FORMAT(A1)
C ............................... MULTIPLIER TYPE 1 ........
100 WRITE(lOUT• 110]
110 FORMAT(//•lX, I1. CONSTANTVALUEt,//,lX,
$ tDO YOU WANTTHIS TYPE ?t)
READ( I IN,3 O, ERR=100• END=9999)ANS
IF(ANS.EQ°IHN)GO TO 200
120 WRITE(lOUT,130)
1_0 FORMAT(IX• i ENTER LAMINAR,TURBULENTVALUESt )
READ( I IN• % ERR=120, END=9999)W( 18), W(19)
140 WRITE( IOUT•1,50)
150 FORMAT(lX• t ANy CHANGES?I )
READ( I IN, ]_O,ERR=140 • END=9999) ANS
IF(ANS.EQ.1HY)GO TO 100
C ............................. MULTIPL IER TYPE 2 .........
200 WRITE( IOUT,21 O)
210 FORMAT(//plX, 12. MULTIPLIER A FUNCTIONOF TIMEI•
$ //•lXptDO YOUWANTTHIS TYPE ?t)
READ(I I N•]_0, ERR=200, END=gggg)ANS
IF(ANS. EQ.IHN)GO TO 300
220 WRITE(IOU'r•23o)
230 FORMAT(IX•tNUMBER OF TIMES (10 MAXIMUM) ?t)
READ(I IN, % ERR=220•END=9999)W(320)
240 WRITE(lOUT•250)











READ( I INp30wERR=27O_END=9999) ANS
IF(ANS.EQ.1HY)GO TO 200
C ................ MULT11=2.IER TYPE 3 ........mm m m, D_III _ mb_amm, m, _ _ _mPqll.llp
3 O0 WRITE( IOUT,305)
305 FORMAT(//plXw°3. MULTIPLIER A FUNCTIONOF FREESTREAM°j,
$ o MACHNO.tJpSXw°LINEAR INTERPOLATIONIN LOG(N-INF)°_
4$ o VS LOG(MULTIPLIER) SPACE°_//plXw°DO YOU WANTTHIS°_,




315 FORHAT(1Xp3._HNUMBEROF MACH tS (10 MAXIMUM)7')




DO 2000 I=1 p I1-1"
330 WRITE(IOUT_265) I
RE[E)( I INj,*=,ERR=3304,END=9999)W(360"I'I) _W(370'+1) pW(380+l )
C TEST FOR VALUE LESS THAN OR EQUAL TO 0.0
IF(W(360+I).LE.O.O)GO TO 333










IF(ANS. EQ°IHY)GO TO 300
C CHECKNUMBEROF T,NBLE ENTRIES (MIN=2) , '_
IF(ITT. LT,2,O)GO TO 500 " _
DO 3000 I=I, ITT ,,I
C CONVERTTO LOG VALUE '_
W(360+1 )=ALOG10(W(360+1 ) )
W(370+1 )=ALOG10(W(370+ I ) )





510 FORHAT(lXwOMINIMUHNUMBERHACHNO, = 2*) t










C ROUTINE FOR SELECTING HEAT TRANSFERMETHOD
C






C TITLES FOR HEAT TRANSFEROPTIONS
DATA CHAR/VHEMISPHERESTAGNATIONPOINTtp
$ tCATO/JOHNSONSWEPTCYLINDERt p
$ tECKERT REF. ENTHALPYFLAT PLATE METHODV•
$ tECKERT/SPAULDING-CHI FLAT PLATE METHODV•
$ tBOEING RHO'MU FLAT PLATE METHODt,
$ VBECKWITHIGALLAGHERSWEPTCYLINDER METHODv•
$ tBOEING RHO'MU SWEPTCYLINDER METHODI,
$ _I LEES/DETRA-HIDALGOHEMI SPHEREDISTRIBUTIONt •
$ tLEESIDE ORBITER HEATINGV•
$ tFLAP REATrACHMENTHEATINGVe
$ tFIN-PLATE PEAK INTERFERENCEHEATINGtl
C MAY USE DATA FROMPREVIOUSCASE IF J FKS ,, I OR 3
IF(JFKS.NE.IoAND.JFKS°NE.3)GO TO 9
NCMI-NC,-I
1 WRI'rE ( I OUT,2 ) NCpNCM1
2 FORMAT(1HI•tlS CASE v,13•t HEAT TRANSFERDATA SANE AS t•




10 WRITE(IOUT_20) (I,CHAR( I )• I-I j11)
20 FORI_T(III• I HEAT TRANSFERMETHODtJI, IX, VOPTIONSt,
$ 3X•12, t. v,ASO•I,10(11X, 12,1. t,ASOp/))
C ....................... CHOOSEk HEAT TRANSFERMETHOD-'----'--
30 WRITE( IOLFP,40)
40 FORNAT(lX•IOPTION SELECTED?t)
READ( 11N, *p ERR"30 • END"9999) W( 11)
50 WRITE(IOUTw60)
60 FORMAT(IX•tSHOULD RAREFIED FLOWHEATING BE INCLUDED?t)
READ(I IN,70•ERR=SO_END=9999)ANS
70 FORMAT(A1)
if( 646 )"O. 0
• IF(ANS. EQ.1HY)W(646)'1.0
80 WRITE( I OUTe90 )
90 FORHAT(1X•I IS THE HEAT TRANSFEROPTION CORRECT?l)
. READ(I IN,70p ERR=80,END'9999)ANS
IF(ANS.EQ.1HN)GO TO 10
GO TO ( 100e2OO_30Ow400,50O,600_700,800p900,1000•1100)_W( 11)
GO TO 1200
C ............................. HEAT TRANSFERMETHODI ...........
100 I F(NFLAG.EQ.O) WRITE( IOUTp110)CHAR(I)
I F(MFLAG.EQ. 1 )WRITE( IOUTp11t )CHAR(t )
110 FORNAT(1Hlptt° tp/LSO_//plXptBODY RADIUS (FT) ?t) i.
c-21 !
O0000002-TSB06
111 FORHAT(1Hle°I, °,ASOp//plXpIBODY RADIUS (M) I v)
READ(I I Np*t_ERR=100p END='gg99)W(12)
120 WRITE(IOUTw130)
130 FORMAT(lXp°LEWlS NO. = 1.0 OR 1,4 ?o)
READ( I INp_eERR=120_END=9999)XLEWNO
I F(XLEWNO.EQ.1 .O)W(315) =1.0
I F(XLEWNO.EO.1.4 )W(315)=0.0
I F(W(646) .EO, 1,0) WRITE( IOUTp140)






C ............................. HEAT TRANSFERMETHOD2 ..........
200 IF (MFLAG.EQ.O) WRITE( IOUTp210)CHAR(2)
IF (MFLAG.EQ.1 )WRITE( I OUTp211 ) CHAR(2)
210 FORMAT(1HI_O2. opA.5OJ/_,IXpOBODY RADIUS (FT) ?o)
211 FORHAT(1HlpO2o VpASO_//plXpOBODY RADIUS (M) ?o)
READ( I INw_ ERR=200_END=9999) W(12)
220 WRITE(IOUT_230)
230 FORMAT(lX, tSWEEP ANGLE to)
READ( I IN, *wERR=220wEND=9999)W( 17 )
240 WRITE( IOUTp130)







C ............................ HEAT TRANSFERMETHOD3 ...........
300 IF(MFLAG°EQ.O)WRITE(IOUT,310)CHAR(3)
I F(MFLAG.EQ.1 )WRITE ( IOUTw311) CHAR(3)
310 FORblAT(1HI,°3o °pASO,//wlXw°RUNNING LENGTH(FT) '_o)
]11 FORIV_T(1HI,°3. °,APOp//,IX_RUNNING LENGTH(M) ?t)
READ(I INI,*e ERR=300, END=9999)W(13)
320 WRITE(IOUTe330)
330 FORMAT(lXpITURBULENTMANGLERFACTOR?l)
READ(I IN, ,m_ERR=320, END=9999)W(16)
340 WRITE(lOUT,350)
350 FORMAT(lXeOLANINARMANGLERFACTOR?o)
READ( I IN, _ ERR=340, END=9999) W( 1.5)
360 WRITE(IOUT_370)
370 FORMAT(1X_°SURFACEDISTANCE TO START OF TURBULENTB°L.°_
$ /_lX_tTHIS DISTANCE IS SUBTRACTEDFROMTHE RUNNING o_
$ °LENGTH°_/_lX, °FOR TURBULENTHEATING CALCULATIONS.o_/_lX_
$ °DESIRED LENGTH ?o)
READ( I IN__ ERR=360, END=9999) W(354)
37.5 WRITE(IOUT_376)







380 WRITE( lOUT, 170)
READ( I INp70_ERR'380 wEND=9999) ANS
IF(ANS.EOolHY)GO TO 300
GO TO 1300
C ............................. HEAT TRANSFERMETHOD4 ...........
400 IF(MFLAG.EQ.O)WRITE( IOUT,4OS)CHAR(4)
I F(NFLAG.EQ. 1)WRITE (IOUT,406)CHAR(4)
405 FORMAT(till,e4. °w/LSO,//plXw°RUNNING LENGTH(FT) t °)
406 FORKAT(1HI,O4. °,KSO,//,1Xw°RUNNING LENGTH (M) ?o)




416 FORt4AT(IX, o IS AN AUTOMATICVIRTUAL ORIGIN CORRECTIONo,
$ ODESIRED ?t)
READ( I IN, 70, ERR=415, END=9999)ANS
I F(ANS. EO.1HN)W(29) =0.0
I F(AN$. EO.1HY)W(29)'1.0
420 WRITE(lOUT,330)
READ( I IN, w_,ERR=420, END=9999) W(16)
430 WRITE(lOUT,350)
READ( I IN, % ERR'=4304,END=9999) W(15)
440 WRITE(IOUT_445)
445 FORMAT(/,lX,°REYNOLDS-ANALOGY FACTOR°,//,1IX,
$ °O. COLBURN°,/,llX,°l. VON KARKANt,//,IX,
$ °DESIRED FACTOR?o)
READ( I IN, % ERR=440, END=9999) W(319)
IF(W(646).NE.l.0)GO TO 470
450 WRITE(IOUT,455)
455 FORt4AT(/,IX,°RAREFIED FLOWOPTIONS°J,11X, !
$ o0. CONE°,/ellXet1. FLAT PLATEt,/,1X,
$ °DESIRED OPTION ?o)
READ( I IN, m,ERR=45O, END=9999) W( 314)
IF(W(314).NE.O.O)GO TO 470 ,;
460 WRITE(10UT,465)
465 FORMAT(/,IX,°RAREFIED CONEOPTIONSOJ,11X,
$ tO. SHARPCONEO,/,llX, Ol. BLUNT CONEOp/,IX,
$ tDESIRED OPTION ?o)
READ( I I N, _, ERR'460, END=9999) W(650)
4/0 WRITE( lOUT, 170)
READ(I IN,70, ERR=470, END=9999)ANS
IF(ANS.EO.1HY)GO TO 400
GO TO 1300
C ............................. HEAT TRANSFERMETHOD5 ..........
500 I F(MFLAG.EQ.O)WRITE( IOUT,5 IO)CHAR(5)
I F(NFLAG.EO. 1)WRITE( IOUT,511 )CHAR(5)
510 FORHAT(1HI,OS. o,ASO,//,IX_ORUNNING LENGTH(FT) ?o)
511 FORI_T(1HI,O_. °,/LSO,//,IX, tRUNNING LENGTH(M) ?o)
READ( I I N, % ERR"500 wEND=9999) W(13)
520 WRITE(lOUT,370)
READ( I I N, % ERR_520, END,,9999)W(354)
525 WRITE( I OUTo526)
526 FORMAT(IX, o IS AN AUTOMATICVIRTUAl. ORIGIN CORRECTIONo,
$ ODESIRED ?o)
READ( I IN, 70pERR'52_, END=9999) ANS
C-23
O0000002-TSB08
I F(ANS.EO. 1HN)W(29) rO.O





............................. HEAT TRANSFERMETHOD6 .......... ' d
600 IF (MFLAG.EQ.O)WRITE ( IOUTw6IO)CHAR(6)
I F(MFLI,G.EQ. 1)WRITE( IOUTp611 )CHAR(6)
610 FORHAT(1HI_t6° IwA.5Ow//plXpiRADIUS (FT) ?t)
611 FORMAT(1Hlw16° vwASOp//wlXptRADIUS (M) ?t)
READ(I I Nwte ERR"6OOeEND"gg99)W(12)
WRITE(IOUTpG20)
620 FORt/_.T(/elXwVNOTE= THIS OPTION IS USEDWITH THE PARALLELt
$ /p7XptSllOCK FLOWFIELD OPTION 4. THE SWEEPte/e7XetANGLE tp
$ tlS CALCULATEDUSING THE ANGLEt,/w7XptOF ATTACK+ INPUT t,
$ tANGLE WITH FF OPTION 4. t)
I F(W(646) .EQ. 1.0) WRITE( IOUTw630)
630 FORMAT(/plXetNOTE= THE RAREFIED CYLINDER OPTION HAS BEEN tp
$ tSELECTED t)
640 WRITE(IOUTe170)
READ( I INw70pERR=640, END=ggg9)ANS
IF(ANS.EQ.1HY)GO TO 600
GO TO 1300
C ............................. HEAT TRANSFERMETHOD7 .........
700 IF(MFLAG.EQ.O)WRITE(IOUT_710)CHAR(7)
I F(MFLAG.EQ.1)WRITE( IOUTp711)CHAR(7)
710 FORlUlAT(1HI_t7. t,ILSO_//_IX_tRADIUS (FT) ?t)
711 FORMAT(1Hlwt7. t,A.50,//,IX, tRADIUS (M) ?t)
READ( I INp% ERR=700_END=gg9g)W(12)
720 WRITE(IOUT_620)
730 WRITE(IOUTp170)
READ( I IN, 70, ERR=730, END=9999) ANS
IF(ANSoEQolHY)GO TO 700
GO TO 1300
C ............................. HEAT TRANSFERMETHOD8 ..........
800 IF(MFLAG.EQ.O)WRITE(IOUT_BlO)CHAR(8)
IF(MFLAG.EQ.1 )WRITE( I OUT,811 ) CHAR(8)
810 FORMAT(IHI_t8. tpASOp//plXptRADIUS (FT) ?t)
811 FORMAT(1HI_tS. t,A.50_//,lX_tRADIUS (M) ?t)




826 FORMAT(IX_tRUNNING LENGTH (M) ?t) • ,
READ( I INp% ERR=820, END=9999) W( 13)
830 WRITE(tOUT,835)
835 FORMAT(1Xpt LOCAL BODYSLOPE (DEG.) ? t )
READ(I INp% ERR=83O, EN0=9999)W( 17)
WRITE(IOUTp840)
840 FORMAT(/plX_tNOTE: THIS OPTION IS USEDWITHt,/_
$ 7XptFF OPTION 3° OBLIQUE ANDNORMALSHOCK,SHOCKt,
$ tANGLE " 90.t_/_7X_ t P OPTION 5. MODIFIED t_
$ tNE_TONIAN, ANGLE • BODYSLOPE t)
850 WRITE(lOUT,170) C-24
, _ ,_,_.... _L,/_. .... - - O0000002-TSBOc-
t
READ(I I N, 70, ERR"850, END=9999)ANS
IF(ANS. EQ.1HY)GO 10 800
GO TO 1300
....................--- -- -- -- HEAT TRANSFERMETHOD9 -------,--'.-.
900 IF(MFLAG.EQ.O)WRITE(IOUT,910)CHAR(9)
IF (MFLAG.EQ. 1)WRITE( IOUTw911)CHAR(9) _:
910 FORMAT(IHI,tg. Ip/LSOp//,IX, IFULL SCALEVEHICLE I,
$ rUSE RADIUS • 1.0 FT.V,/,IX, IRADIUS '-T) ?t)
911 FORMAT(1HIptg. t,ASO,//,1X, IFULL SC_..' VEHICLE t_
$ rUSE RADIUS • .3048 M. tp/,IX, tRADIUS (M) ?t)
READ(I IN, % ERR=900, END=9999)W(12)
920 !F(MFLAD.EQ.O)WRITE(IOUT,925)
I F(MFLAG.EQ. 1) WRITE( I OUT_926 )
925 FORMAT(lX_tWINDWAROWALLENTHALpyt,/,lX,
$ °(480 BTU/I.BM = 2000 R ASSUMEDIF ZERO IS INPUT) ?t)
92G FORMAT(lX, tWINDWARDWALL ENTHALPYIp/,lX,
$ t(t.12E6 JO_JLES/KG= 1111 K ASSUMEDIF ZERO IS INPUT) ?t)
READ( I I N, % ERR=920, END=g999) W( 21 )
WRITE(IOUTw930)
930 FORMAT(/,lXwtNOTE= THIS OPTION IS USEDWITHt,/p
$ 7XptFF OPTION 3. OBLIQUE AND NORMALSHOCKpSHOCKt,
$ tANGLE = 90otp/w7Xp t P OPTION 5. MODIFIED NEWTONIAN,tp
$ t ANGLE" 90.t)
940 WRITE(IOUT_170)
READ( I I N,70p ERR"940_END=9999)ANS
IF(ANS.EQ°IHY)GO TO 900
GO TO 1300
C ............................. HEAT TRANSFERMETHOD10 ........
1000 IF(MFLAG.EQ.O)WRITE(IOUT, IOOS)CHAR(IO)
IF (MFLAG.EQ.I )WRITE ( lOUT, 1006) CHAR( 1O)
1005 FORNAT(1HlwtlO. tp/LSO,//plX, tRUNNING LENGTHtp
$ tTO HINGE LINE (FT; ?t)
1006 FORMATK1HleIIO. t_/LSO,//elX_tRUNNING LENGTHee
$ ITO HINGE LINE (M) ?t)
READ(I IN, % ERR=IO00pEND=9999) W(13)
1010 WRITE(IOUT,3?O)
READ( I INe% ERR'1010_ END=9999) W(354)
1015 WRITE(IOUTe1016)
1016 FORMAT(1XwtlS AI_ ;.UTOMATICVIRTUAL ORIGIN (X)RRECTION tp
$ IDESlRED ?l)
READ( I INp70pERR.,1015, END=9999) ANS
IF (ANS.EQ. 1HN)W(29)-0 o0
I F(ANS. EQ.1HY)W(29)=1.0
1020 WRITE( IOUTo1025)
1025 FORMAT(IX, tTURBULENTMANGLERFACTOR? t )
READ(I IN, % ERR=1020,END=9999)W(16)
1030 WRITE(Iotrrplo35)
1035 FORMAT(IX, t LAMINAR MANGLERFACTOR?t )
READ(I INp% ERR=1030pEND•9999)W(15)
1040 IF(MFLAG.EQ.O)WRITE( IOUTp1045)
IF (MFLAG.EQ.1 ) WRITE( IOUT_1046)
1045 FORMAT(1X_FLAP LENGTH (FT) ?t)
1046 FORMAT(IX, tFLAP LENGTH (M) ?t)





10.55 FORMAT(IX, I REYNOLDSANALOGYFACTORt p/, 10Xp
$ 10. COLBURNIJ,10Xp°t. VON KARMANIp/,
$IX, tDESIRED FACTOR ?I)
READ( I IN, _j, ERR"1050, END'=9999 )W( 319)
WRITE( IOUT,1060) S
1060 FORMAT(1X,tNOTE= FLAP ANGLE 1,5 INPUT THROUGHl
$ tLAST PRESS. OPTION ANGLE.I)
1070 WRITE( lOUT, 170)
READ(I IN, 70, ERR"10TOeEND'9999) ANS
IF(ANS,EO.1HY]GO TO 1000
GOTO 1300
............................. HEAT TRANSFERMETHOD11 ...........
1100 IF(MFLAGoEO.O)WRITE( lOUT, 1105)CHAR( 11)
I F(MFLAG.EO.1 )WRITE( lOUT, 1106)CHAR( 11)
1105 FORMAT(tHlpltIo t,/L50_//,lX, tRUNNING LENGTH t,
$ tTO FIN LEADING EDGE (FT) ?t)
1106 FORMAT(1H1,V11. vp/LSOJ/,lX_VRUNNING LENGTHt
$ vTO FIN LEADING EDGE (M) ?t)
READ(I IN, twERR=I 100,END=9999)W( 133
1110 WRITE(IOUT,370)
READ(I IN, _, ERR=I110_END=99993W(354)
111.5 WRITE( lOUT, 11167
1116 FORMAT(lX, t I$ AN AUTOMATICVIRTUAL ORIGIN CORRECTIONtw
$ IDESIRED ?v)
READ(I INw7 0, ERR=I115, END=9999) ANS
IF (ANS.EO.1HN)W(29) =0 o0
I F(ANS.EQ°1HY)W(293 =1.0
1120 IF(MFLAG.EQ.O)WRITE( lOUT, 112.53
I F(MFLAG.EQ. 1) WRITE( IOUT,11263
1125 FORMAT(lX, tDISTANCE ALONGFIN TO POINT OF INTEREST t_
$ "(FT) ?v)
1126 FORMAT(1X,tDISTANCE ALONGFIN TO POINT OF INTEREST t,
$ '(M) ?t)
READ(I IN, i, ERR=I120, END=9999) W(253
1130 WRITE( lOUT,1135)
1135 FORMAT(1X,tFIN ANGLEAT ALPHA = BETA = 0 (DEG) ?t)
READ( I IN, _, ERR=I130, END=9999) W(26 )
1140 WRITE( IOUT,11453
1145 FORMAT(lX, IFIN ANGLEOFTIONV,/,1OX,
$ tO. FIN ANGLE= INPUT FIN /V_GLEt,/,10X,
$ Vlo FIN ANGLE= INPUT FIN ANGLE+ ALPHAV,/,IOX_
$ 12o FIN ANGLE= INPUT FIN A_'_LE + BETAI,//plX,
$ tOPTION DESIRED ?t)
READ(I IN, m,ERR=I140, END=9999) W(30)
1150 WRITE( IOUT,3303
READ(I IN, _, ERR=I150_END=9999) W(167
1160 WRITE(lOUT,350)




READ(I IN,70_ ERR=I180, END=9999) ANS
IF(ANS.EQ°IHY)GO TO 1100
GO TO 1._00
C .............................................. BAD OPTION --
C-26










1320 FORNAT(///,1X, O_ w _ WALLCONDITIONS_ w aop//plX ,
$ °WALLTEMPERATURE(DEGF) ?o)
1321 FORNAT(///,lX, O_ = t WALL_JONDITIONSe _ mo_//,IX,
$ °WALLTEMPERATURE(DEGK) ?o)
READ(I INwW,ERR=I]lOeEND"gg99)W(24)







1410 FORNAT(///plX, O* m m CONTINUATIONOPTION_ m mop//,lX '
$ °DOYOUWANTTO PROVIDEAN INITIAL HEATINGLOADGT o
$ °O.O (BTU/SQ.FT) ?o)
1411 FORNAT(///plX, O* m m CONTINUATIONOPTIONw m mop//,lX ,








1430 FORMAT(IX,OINITIAL LOAD (BTU/SFT) ?o)
1431 FORMAT(IX,tlNITI/g, LOAD (JOULED/SO.M)?o)
READ( I IN,w,ERR=1420pEND"9999)W(316)






1520 FORNAT(/,lX, OTHERAREFIEDFLOgOPTIONCANt_OTBE USEDWITH o,
$ °HEATTRANSFER°,/,lx, oOPTIONSELECTED.o,//elX,
$ o _ RAREFIEDFLOgOPTION IS DISENABLED_o,//elX,













C THIS ROUTINE EN/_BLESUSER TO PICK A SECTION OR Rt3UTINE








18 FORIV_T(///,IOX,tMOD IFICAT ION SECTlONSV,//,
i $ 1X, w 1. TIMING PARAHETERStp/,
$ lXpt 2. TRAJECTORYDATM,/,
$ 1X, v ). ATMOSPHEREDATAt,/p
$ 1X, t 4. FLOWFIELD AND PRESSUREDATAt_/,
$ 1X_t 5. CROSSFLOWDATAt w/p
$ 1X_t 6. TRANSITION CRITERIAI,/p
!i $lX,' 7. HEAT TRANSFEROPTION',./,$ 1Xt t 8. HEATING 1.1ULTIPLIERSt,,/,,$ 1Xpl 9. GEOHETRYDATAt4,/I,
$ lX_ t 10. CONTROLPARAMETERSt pl'p
$ lXpt11. HEATING INDICATORI_,/4,
$ 1X_,t12. OR CHANGEA SPECIFIC VARIABLE IN W ARRAYV_//
$ IXA,ISECTION TO BE MODIFIED ?t)
READ( I IN, *p ERR-17, END=9999) SECT






i_t 3 CALL ATMS
IF(W(10) .EQ.1 .)CALL WNDTUN
















12 GO TO 200
30 WRITE( IOUT,40)NC
40 FORHAT(/_IXptDO YOU WISH TO MODIFY ANY OTHERSECTIONS Ip
C-28
O0000002-TSB13
m$ 'FOR CASE ',13,' ?')
READ(I IN, 50, ERR=30,END_999_) ANS
5O FOI_MAT(A1)
IF(ANS. EO.1HY)GO TO 17
RETURN
C ................... HODIFT A SPECIFIC W NIIR:_ER--- 'P
200 CONTINUE
210 WRITE(lOUT,220)
220 FORHAT(/,1X, IWHAT IS THE W NU_ER YOUWISH TO (]tANGE ?_)
READ(I INw_ ERR=21O, END-9999) J
230 WRITE(IOUT, Z40)J
240 FORKAT(lX**WHAT IS THE VALUE FOR W(Vpl3p t) ?l)
READ(I IN_lp ERR=230_END=9999)W(J)
250 _RITE(IOUT_260)
260 FORMAT(lXpII$ THERE ANOTtlERW VARIABLE YOUWISH TO l,
$ VCHANGE ?w)









SUBROUT INE STREAM OF POOR QUALITY
C
C ROUTINE FOR CREATING STREAHLINECASES
C
C X - X(FT) OR X(M) •
C SA - SHOCKANGLE (DEG)
C t3A - BODYANGLE (DEG)
C BP - BODYPOINT NUMBER
C CASE - CASE NUMBER
C XPRT - PROGRAMINPUT CONTROLPAR_4ETERFOR CASE
C J1 - W INDEX FOR CASE
C J2 - W INDEX FOR X
C J3 - W INDEX FOR SA
C J4 - W INDEX FOR BA
C J5 - W INDEX FOR BP
C J6 - W INDEX FOR XPRT
C JK - FLAG FOR SPECIAL CASES OF STREAIVLINE








C CHECK FOR TIME DEPENDENT GEOMETRY OPTION
IF(W(b60).GT.O.O)GO TO 200
C CREATEA TEMPORARYFILE FOR STORING STRE_INE CASE DATA





C ............. DETERMINESHOCKANGLEAT PREVIOUSCASE .....
DO 2P 1=48,46_-1
II 1=1"3
25 IF(W( I ).GT.34.AND.W( I ) .LT.40)GO TO 27
DO 26 1=36p51p'l
I I I= 1+6
26 IF(W(I).GT.34.AND.W(I).LT.40)GO TO 27
27 J3= I I I
J3F=I
C ............. DETERHINEBODYANGLEAT PREVIOUS CASE ......
DO 30 1=48p46,-1
11=1"3
30 IF(W( I ).GT.13.AND. W( I ).LT.30)GO TO 50
DO 40 1=36,31,-1
I I= 1+6
40 IF(W(I).GT.13.AND.W(I).LT.30)GO TO 50
50 J4= I I
J4F=I
JK=O
C ....... CHECKFOR PARALLEL SHOCKOR PRANDT-MEYERCASES .....
IF (W(J4F ) .EQo29) JK=I




.......... ----'-"- ......... J"- - • ..... 00000002-TSC01
mIF( JK. EO. I ) J4=O ORIGINAL PAGE IS





I F(HFLAG.EQ.O.AND. JK. EQ.O)WRITE( IOUTp2)
I F(HFLAG.EQ.O.AND. JK. EQ. 1)WRITE(lOUT,3)
I F(MFLAG.Eg.O.AND. JK.EO.2)WRITE(lOUT,4)
I F(HFLAG.Eg. 1. AND.JK. EQ.0 ) WRITE( IOUT,5 )
I F(HFLAG.EO. 1. AND.JK. EQ.1 ) WRI TE( IOUT,6)
I F(HFLAG.EO.1.AND. JK.EQ.2)WRITE(lOUT,7)
1 FORMAT(IHI, 10X, t STREAMLI NE CASESt,//,11X, tLIMITATIONSt,/,SX, tit
$ ,2X, tALL LOCATIONSON STREAHI.NE HAVE NO INTERVENINGSHOCKSORe,
$ t EXPANSIONFANSto/,SX, V*t,2X, tHULTIPLIERS SAMEFOR ALL X t,
$ tLOCATIONSt,/,SX_,twt,2X, tFIXED RUNNINGLENGTHSWITH ALl=HAt,/,
$ 5X, t*t,2X, INOTE: SHOCKANGLE" SHOCKANGLEOR SHOCKGENERATORv,
$ tANGLEtJ/,1X, t(INPUT DATAFOR EACH CASE- - USE NEGX t_
$ tTO INDICATE END OF DATA)e)
2 FORHAT(/,1XptX(FT),SHOCK ANGLE,BODYANGLEBB.P.NO.I)
" 3 FORMAT(/,IX, tX(FT),SHOCK ANGLE,B.P.NO. t )
4 FORMAT(/4,1X,tX(FT),BODY ANGLE,B.P.NO. t )
5 FORMAT(/,IX, tX(M),SHOCK ANGLE,BODYANGLE,B.P.NO. t)
6 FORHAT(/,1XwtX(M),SHOCK ANGLE,B.P.NO. t )




I F(MFLAG.EQ.0. AND.JK. EQ.O)READ( I IN, ** ERR=6O,END=9999)X, SA,BA,BP
I F(MFLAG.EQ.O. AND.JKoEQ.1 ) READ( I I N, ** ERR=G0,END=99E'g)X,SA,BP
IF(MFLAG.EQ.O.AND. JK. EQ.2) READ( I IN, % ERR=G0,END=9999)X, BA,BP
IF(MFLAG.EQ.1. AND.JK. EQ• 0 ) READ( I IN, % ERR=60,END=gggg)X, SAwBA,BP
I F(MFLAG• EQ.1 .AND. JK. EQ.1 )READ( I IN, % ERR=60,END=9999)X, SA,BP
I F(MFLAG.EO°1 .AND. JK. Eg.2)READ ( I IN, % ERR=60,END=9999)X, BA,BP
I F(MFLAG.E_).1)X=X*.'_.28084
C ............................ WRITE TO TEMPORARYFILE ...........
WRITE(4,80) Jl ,CASE, J2,X, J3, SA,J4, BA, JP,BP
WRITE(4,SO) J6,XPRT








WRl'b'E( IOUT,21O) i210 FORHAT(/,IX, tCANNOT RUN STREAHLINE CASES AND USE t,














MAYUSE GEOMETRYDATA FROMPREVIOUSCASE IF JFKS " 1 OR 3
IF(JFKS.NE.1 .AND°JFKS.NE.5)GO TO 9
NCM1=NC-1
1 WRITE( IOUT•2) NCpNCM1
2 FORMAT(///,1X, tlS CASE tpl]Spv TIME DEPENDENTGEOMETRYlw




10 WRITE( IOUT,20 )
20 FORIV_T(///_IOX, t TIME DEPENDENTGEOHETRYVw//)
50 FORMAT(A1)
.................. CHOOSENUMBEROF TIME DEPENDENTENTRIES --
40 WRITE(lOUT•50)
50 FORHAT(1X•VhL_4BEROF TIME DEPENDENTENTRIES ? (MAX=IO) t)
READ( I IN• % ERR=40wEND=9999) I I
W(560)=FLOAT( I I )
60 IF(MFLAG.EQ.O)WRITE(lOUT•70)
I F(MFLAG.EO°1 )WRITE( lOUT•71 )
70 FORMAT(IX•tTIHE(SEC)•RADI I(FT)_LENGTH(FT),SLOPE OR SWEEpt•
$ t (DEG) v)
71 FORMAT(1X,tTIHE(SEC)pRADII(M)•LENGTH(M)•SLOPE OR SWEEPt•
$ t(DEG] t)
C .............. INPUT VALUESFOR EACHTIME .................
DO 1000 I=1•11













.... J" " ..... 00000002-TS 03C
SUBROUTINE T IMI NG
ROUTINE THAT SETS TIMING PARAMETERSAND PRINT EX)NTROLVALUES







I 0 WRITE( lOUT,20)
20 FORMAT(1H1,SXwtSPEClFY PRINTOUT INTERVALSVp/)
]tO WRITE(IOUTp40)
40 FORMAT(1XpI INITIAL TIME (SEC) v)
READ(I INp % ERR=30pEND"ggg9)W( 1)
50 WRITE(IOUTp60)
60 FORMAT(1XpVPRINTOUTINTERVAL 1 (SEC) tplOXptDELTA TIME l)
READ( I IN, % ERR=50,END=9999) W(2)
70 WRITE(lOUTs80)
80 FORHAT(1XwISECONDTIME (SEC) v)
READ( I IN, % ERR=70_END=9999)W(3)
I F(W(2) .GT. 0.0) SUMI=( (W(_ ]-W( 1) )/W(2) )
90 WRITE( IOUTA,100)
100 FORMAT(1X,,tPRINTOUT INTERVAL 2 (SEC) Ij, IOX4,1DELTATIME t)
READ( I I N_,% ERR=90• END=9999) W(4)
110 WRITE(lOUT, 120)
120 FORMAT(IX, tTHIRD TIME (SEC) t)
READ(I IN_,% ERR=I10_,END=9999) W(5)
IF(W(4) .GT. 0.0) SUM2=((W(5]-W(3))IW(4) )
150 WRITE( IOUTp140)
140 FORMAT(IX, tpRINTOUT INTERVAL 5 (SEC) I,10X, VDELTATIME v)
READ(I IN, 'J_ERR=t30wEND=9999)W(6)
150 WRITE( lOUT,160)
160 FORMAT(IX,'FOURTH TIME (SEC) t)
READ( I IN, l, ERR=150, END=9999) W(7)
I F(W[6) oGT.O.O) SU1¢3=((W(7)-W(5))/W(6) )
W(8)=1.0
170 WRITE(IOUTw180)
180 FORMAT(/,IXpIARE THE PRINTOUT TIMES CORRECT?l)
READ(I I N, 190_ERR=I7 O,END=9999) ANS
1gO F(IRMAT(A1)
IF(ANS. EO.1HN)GO TO 10
SUM=SUMI+SUM2+SUI_L_
C TEST FOR GREATERTHAN 100 PRINT TIMES
IF(SUM°LT.IOO.)GO TO 1000
WRITE(lOUT,200)







.,a, " ..... TSC0400000002-
L
_"' SUBROUTINETRAJ ORIGINAL PAGE |g
C OF POOR QUALITY
C ROUTINE THAT COPIES TRAJ DATATO W ARRAY
C
C LINE - TRAJ T/_BLE LINE NUNBER
C FNAN1 - NAMEOF TRAJ FILE I'
C TITLE - TITLE OF TRAJ FILE
C BFLAG = 0 YAWANGLENOT INCLUDED










20 cORMAT( 1H1, IOX, oTRAJECTORYINPUTOJ)
50 WRITE(IOUTw40)
40 FORNAT(lXwODOYOU HAVE A TRAJECTORYINPUT FILE t °)




C INPUT TRAJECTORYVIA FILE
60 WRITE(lOUT,70)
70 FORMAT(lX,°WHAT IS THE FILE NAME?o)





C BFLAG = 1 IF YAWANGLE INCLUDED
_; C W('50) - NUNBEROF TIME DEPENDENTT/_LE ENTRIES
READ(7w90) BFLAG,W('50)
90 FORINT(12,F10.'5) 'I
NPTS= I FIX (W('50))
C READTIMEpN.TwVEL,ANGLE OF ATTACK,AND YAWANGLE(OPTIONAL)
I F(BFL.=_;.EO.O)READ(7,99, END=g8)(W('50+I ) ,W( 100+1 ),.W( 1'50+1),
$ W(210+1 ), 1=1,NPTS)
I F(BFLAG.EQ. 1 )READ(7, lO0,END=98) 01('50+1 ),W( 100+1 ),W(1'50+1 ),








CLOSE( UNIT=7 _STATUS=oKEEP° )










I F(BFLAG.EQ.O,AND.MFLAG.EQ.1)WRITE( lOUT, 112)
IF(BFLAG.EQ.1 .AND.MFLAG.EQ.O)WRITE(lOUT, 111)
IF (BFL_. EQ.1 .AND.MFLAG.EQ.1)WRITE( lOUT, 113)
110 FORMAT(/plXwt TIME ALTITUDE VELOCITY ANGLE ',
,e"$ IATTACK',I, ' (SEC) (FT) (FTISEC) t,
$ ' (DEG) ',/)
112 FORMAT(/,IX,' TIME ALTITUDE VELOCITY ANGLE ', /
S 'ATTACK',/,' (SEC) (M) (M/SEC) ',
$ ' (DEG)',/)
111 FORMAT(/,lX,' TIME ALTITUDE VELOCITY ANGLE I,
$ 'ATTACK BETA',/, I (SEC) (FT) (FT/SEC)',
$ ' (DEG) (DEG) ',/)
113 FORMAT(/,lX, t TIME ALTITUDE VELOCITY ANGLE ',
$ 'ATTACK BETA',/,' (SEC) (M) (M/SEC) ',
$ ' (DEG) (DEG)',/)
115 I=I+I
I F(BFLAG.EQ.O)WRITE(I OUT,120)I,W(50+I ),W(IO0+I ),
$ W(150+1 ),W(210+1 )
I F(BFLAG.EQ.1 )WRITE( lOUT, 120)I,W(50+I ),W(IO0+I ),
$ W(150+1 ),W(210+1 ),W(650+1 )
120 FORMAT(IX, 12,5E12.4)
IF(I.EQ.NPTS)GO TO 210
IF( I. EQ.20.OR. I • EQ.40)READ( I IN, 125, ERR'I 2_, END=9999)







150 FORMAT(IX,'WHAT IS 1ttE NUMBEROF TRAJECTORYPOINTS ? ',
$ '(50 TRAJ.PTS. MAXIMUM)')
READ(I IN, u.,ERR=140, END=ggg9)NPTS
W(50)'FLOAT(NPTS)
160 WRITE(lOUT, 170)
170 FORMAT(IX,'WILL BETA VALUESBE INRJT ?')
READ(I IN, 50, ERR=160, END=9999)ANS
BFLAG=O
I F(ANS. EQ.I HY) BFLAG=
IF(BFLAG.EQ.O.AND.MFLAG.EQ.O)WRITE( lOUT, 180)
IF(BFLAG.EQ.O.AND.MFLAG.EQ.I )WRITE( IOUT, 182)
I F(BFLAG.EQ.I .AND.MFLAG.EQ.O) WRITE ( lOUT, 181)
I F( BFLAG.EQ. 1. AND.MFLAG.EQ.1 ) WRITE( IOUT,183)
180 FORMAT(1Xwel_fPE IN THE FOLLOWINGTRAJECTORYVARIABLES ',
$ 'SEPERATEDBY COMMAS',/,11(' -t),' .50 TIMES MAXIMUM', "i$ 11(' "'),/,1 TIME(SEC),ALTITUDE(FT),VELOCITY(FT/SEC),',
$ 'ANGLE OF AI"IACK(DEO)')
182 FORMAT(IX, 'TYPE IN THE FOLLOWINGTRAJECTORYVARIkBLES t, i
$ tSEPERATEDBY COMMAS',/,11( ' -'),' 50 TIMES MAXIMUM',
$ 11( ' -')_/,' TIME(SEC),ALTITUDE(M)pVELOCITY(M/SEC), ',
$ 'ANGLE OF ATTACK(DEG)')
181 FORMAT(IX. 'TYPE IN THE FOLLOWINGTRAJECTORYVARIABLES ', ',
$ 'SEPERATEDBY COMMASt,/,11( I -t),' 50 TIMES MAXIMUM', ._
C-35
00000002-TSC06
_. $ 11(° .o),/ o TIME(SEC),ALTITUDE(FT),VELOCITY(FT/SEC)D o,,
$ tANGLE OF ATTACK(DEG),BETA(DEG)o)
183 FORHAT(lX, oTYPE IN THE FOLLOWINGTRAJECTORY_ARIABLES op
$ °$EPERATEDBY COMMAS°w/w11(o .o)po 50 TIMES MAXIMUM°'
• _l rCt$ 11(o .o),/,o TIME($EC),N.TI.FUDE(M),VELOClTY(M/SEC),O• ,_,,:.._.._,....




IF(BFLAG.EO.O)READ( I I N,*e ERR"190eEND"9999)W(50+I ),
$ W(100+1)wW(150+1),W(210+I)
IF (BFLAGoEO.1 )READ( I I N, *, ERR=190 • END=9999)W( 50+1 )•
$ W(IO0+I ),W(150+1 ),W(210+1 ),W(550+1 )
1000 CONTINUE
GO TO 104
C IIeDle=l_I_ll IDeDIIIDeDIblBII=IDIDIIp II_IB_emIBI_IHIHIm _IDIDeDIB_eDIImelPIJI_IBIPImII ! ll
C CHANGETRAJECTORY
210 WRITE(lOUT,220)
220 FORHAT(/•IX•°DO YOUWISH TO CHANGEANY OF THE t•
$ °TRAJECTORYINPUT ?o)




261 FORMAT(/,lX,_DO YOU WISH TO CHANGEAN EXISTING LINE ?o)
READ( I IN, 50• ERR=26O•END=9999)ANS
,.. IF(ANS.EO.1HY)GO TO 400
262 WRITE(I0UT,263)
26] FORMAT(lX•ODOYOU WISH TO ADDA NEe/ LINE TO THE TRAJ. ?o)
READ( I IN, 50, ERR=262, END=9999)ANS
: IF(ANS.EO.1HY]GO TO 500
._- 264 WRITE(IOUT,265)
_. 265 FORMAT(IX•°DO YOU WISH TO REMOVEA L_NE FROMTHE TRAJ. ?t)
READ( I IN, 50, ERR=264, END=9999)ANS
= IF(ANS.EQ.1HY)GO TO 700
266 WRITE( IOUT,267)
I 267 FORMAT(IX, ODOYOU WANTTO CHANGETHE WHOLETRAJ. ?v)
! READ( I INp50• ERR=266, END=9999)ANS
IF(ANS.EQ.1HY)GO TO 130
i C IIiiiiIII IIIIiiIIiiIIiiIaiieiIIIiiIIiI_iii IiiIIIiIIIIIIeieiiieDii_I IIIII_iII_i_ _ I
:. C COPYTRAJECTORYTO FILE
'_- 280 CONTINUE
290 WRITE(lOUT•300)
]00 FORMAT(1X•°DO YOU WISH TO WRITE THIS INPUT TO A FILE ?o)
READ( I I N,50, ERR=290,END=9999) ANS
'_ IF(ANS.EQ.1HN)GO TO330 ,. I
_10 WRITE(IOUT,_20)
: _20 FORMAT(IX•°WHAT IS THE NEWFILE NAME?o)
READ( I IN,80, ERR=_1O•END=9999)FNAM1
OPEN( UNIT'7, FILE=FNAM1• STATUS= tNEWt ) :_
_25 WRITE(IOUT,_26)
]26 FORMAT(1X,°WHAT IS THE TITLE OF THE TRAJECTORYto)
' ! READ(I IN,85•ERR=525,END=9999)T ITLE
: WRITE( 7,8.5)T ITLE
: WRITE( 7,90 ) BFLAG_,W(50)
C-36
00000002-TSC07
III IF (BFLAL.EQ.O)WRITE (7w99) (N(50+1),W( 100+1 ),W( 150+1 )w
$ W(210+I)•I=1•NPTS)
IF (BFLAG.EQ.1 )WRITE(7,100) (W(50+l)pW( 100+1 ),W( 150+1 )p
$ W(210+1 )•W(650+1 )• I=1 ,NPTS)
CLOSE(UNIT=7 • STATUS=oKEEpO)
3]0 WRITE(IOUT•340) I]40 FORt4AT(/plX•tTRAJECTORY INPUT IS CONPLETE°)
RETURN
C CHANGEA LINE OF TRAJECTORY
400 CONTINUE
WRITE( IOUT•41O)
410 FORt4AT(IX•IWHICH LINE DO YOU WISH TO CHANGE?o)
READ( I IN• m•ERR"400• END=9999) L INE
420 I F(BFLAG,EQ.O)WRITE( IOUT_120) LINE• W(PO+LINE) •W( 100+L INE) •
$ W(150+LINE) •W(210+LI NE)
I F(BFLAG. EO.1)WRITE( lOUT•120) LI NE•W(PO+LINE) •W( IO0+L INE) _
$ W(150+LINE) •W(210+LINE) •W(650+LINE)
430 IF(BFLAG.EO.O.AND. HFLAG.EQ.O)WRITE(lOUT•440) L INE
I F(BFLAG.EQ.O.AND.HFLAG.EQ.1 )WRITE( I0UT•441 )LINE
IF(BFLAG.EO.1 ,AND.HFLAG.EQ.O)WRITE(lOUT•442) L INE
IF(BFLAG.EO.1 .AND. MFLAG.EQ.1) WRITE( IOUT•44] ) L INE
440 FORHAT(/• lX• °TI HE(SEC) •ALTITUDE (FT) • VELOCITY(FT/SEC) _°•
$ tANGLE OF ATTACK(DEG)°•/•lX_ 12)
441 FORKAT(/• 1X• oT IVE(SEC) •ALTITUDE(M) _VELOCITY(H/SEC) pt •
$ °ANGLEOF AI"rACK(DEG)O•/•lXw 12)
442 FORIqAT(/•lX• tTINE(SEC)•ALTITUDE(FT)•VELOCITY(FT/SEC)•O•
$ tANGLE OF ATTACK(DEG)•BETA(DEG)o•/plX• 12)
443 FORMAT(/• lX• oTI HE(SEC) •ALTITUDE (H), VELOCITY(M/SEC) • o•
$ OANGLEOF ATTACK(DEG)•BETA(DEG)o•/•lX• 12)
IF (BFLAG.EO.0 )READ( I I N• *• ERR,,43O•END=9999)W ( PO+LINE) •
$ W(lOO+LINE)wW(lPO+LINE) •W(210+LINE)
I F(BFLAG.EO• 1 ) READ( I I N_*• ERR,,43O•END=9999) W( 50+L INE) •
$ W(100+L INE) •W( 150+LI NE)•W(21 0+L INE) • W(650+L INE)
GOTn 210
C ADO A L INE TO TRAJECTORY
500 CONTINUE
WRITE( IOUT•51 O)
510 FORMAT(IX•eWHAT IS THE NUMBEROF THE LINE YOU WISH 10 ADD to)
READ( I IN•w•ERR=500•END-9999) LINE






' W( 650+J ) =W(650+K)
600 CONTINUE
520 IF(BFLAG.EO.O.AND,NFLAG.EQ.O)WRITE( IOUT,440)LINE
IF (BFLAG,EQ,O, AND.MFLAG,EQ.1 )WRITE( IOUT•441 )LINE
I F(BFLAG.EQ. 1. AND.NFLAG.EQ.0 ) WRITE( IOUT•442) L INE
I F(BFLAG. EQ.1 .AND.MFLAG,EQ.1 )WRITE(lOUT•443) LINE
I F(BFLAG.EQ.0 )READ( I IN, w,ERR=520, END=9999 ) W( 50+L INE), _
$ W(100+L INE),W( I_O+L INE) •W(21 0+L INE)
C-37 1
00000002-T$C08
IF(BFLAG.EQ. 1 )READ(I IN, *, ERR"520pEND"9999)W(50+L INE),




C mm m mlmlm'mlml m m.mmmam e=IBqmm_mmlmm_ almqD_mI_ m_ _o_m_ _ _ _ mm m_ _m_mmm _ _ _ _ am mm_mm
C DELETE A LINE OF TRAJECTORY
700 CONTINUE
WRITE( IOUTw710)
710 FORNAT(1Xp°WHATI$ "/HE NUNBEROF THE LINE YOUWISH TO DELETE ?o)




























C PlAYUSE TRANSITION DATA FROMPREVIOUSCASE IF JFKS " 1 OR 5
IF(JFKS.NE.1.AND. JFKS.NE.3)GO TO 9
NCM1=NC-1
I WRITE( lOUT,2) NC,NCM1
2 FORMAT(1HI,tlS CASE t,13,1 TRANSITION DATA THE SAME t
$ IFOR CASE lwl._pt _I) •
READ( I IN• 13O•ERR"I • END=9999) ANS
I F(ANS.EQ. I HY)RETURN
9 CONTINUE
I 0 WRITE( IOUT•20)
20 FORMAT(III•IOX• t TRANSITION OPTIONSI,II, IX•
$ tOPTIONS I. TIME DEPENDENT:LN4 TO TURBt•I•
$ 1IX• 12. TIME DEPENDENT=TURB TO L/I,MI •I•
$ I IX• eS, REYNOLDSNO. DEPENDENTt •/•
$ 1IX• 14. RE-THETAt ,1•
$ 11X•VS. MDAC-E TRANSITIONt•/•
$ 1lX• 16. NDAC-E T/_BLE LOOK-UPv,/•
$ 11X•tT. NAR RE VS ME TABLE LOOK-UPI•/•
$ llX•IS. RE'THETIVMEI,//,
$ lX•tOPTION SELECTED ?l)
READ(I IN, % ERR"1O•END`9999)W(27)
IT" IFIX(t'/(27) )
GO TO (100_200_500•400,500,600•700•800), IT
GO TO 900
C ........................... TRANSITION OPTION 1 ....
100 WRITE( ICUTp105)
10._ FORMAT(//•lX•I1. TIME DEPENDENT:LAMTO TURBI•
$ //•lX, ITRANSITION BEGINS AT TIME(SEC) ?t)
READ(I IN, % ERR'=100jEND"9999) W(14)
110 WRITE(lOUT• 115) I
115 FORI_tAT(lXwtFULLYTURBULENTAT TIME(SEC) ?t)
READ(I IN• % ERR"11O, END`9999)W(20)
IF(W(29).EQ.O.O)GO TO 118
116 WRITE(IOUT_117)
117 FORKAT(1X•tA VIRTUAL ORIGIN CORRECTIONCANNOTBE MADE t•
$1WITH THIS OPTIONoI•/•lX•tRESET VIRTUAL ORIGIN OPTION ?l)




' 12_ FORHAT(IX•tANY CHANGES?t)
READ(I liq_150•ERR"12Op END'9999)ANS
150 FORMAT(A1)
IF(ANS.EQolHY)GO TO 10 '_





OF POOR QUALITY205 FORHM(//wlX,'_. TIHE DEPENDENTsTURB TO L/_J_Ie//,1X,
$ 'FULLY TURBULENTM TIME(SEC) t')
READ(I IN, % ERR=200, END=9999]W(14)
210 WRITE(IOUT,215)
215 FORHAT(1X,tLAHIN/_R FLOWBEGINS AT TIHE(SEC) ?')
REAn( I IN, _, ERR=21O, END=999g) W(20) I
IF(W(29).EQ.O.O)GO TO 218
216 WRITE(lOUT,217)
217 FORMM(lX_tA VIRTUAL ORIGIN CORRECTIONCANNOTBE HADE ep
$IWITH THIS OPTION.tJ,IX, IRESET VIRTUAL ORIGIN OPTION ?l)
READ(I IN, lID, ERR=216,END=9999)ANS
I F(ANS.EQ. IHY)W(29) =0.0
218 CONTINUE
220 WRITE(lOUT, 125)
READ( I IN, 130, ERR=220, END=9999)ANS
IF(ANS.EQ.1HY)GO TO 10
GO TO 1000
C ............................... TRANSITION OPTION 3 ......
300 WRITE(lOUT,305)
305 FORIVIAT(//plX,'3. REYNOLDSNO. DEPENDENT'J/,IOX,
$ IRE=LOCAL REYNOLDSNO. FOR FLAT PLATE OPTIONS',/,IOX, I
$ tRE=(RE'INF)D FOR SWEPTCYLINDER OPTIONS't/,1X_
$ 'HIGHEST LAMINARRE ?'] i
READ( I I Np% ERR"3DO,END=9999)W(14)
_10 WRITE(lOUT,315)
315 FORMAT(IX, ' LOWESTTURBULENTRE _')
READ( I IN, % ERR=._1O, END=9999) W(20)
320 WRITE(lOUT, 125)
READ( I IN, 130, ERR=320, END=9999)ANS
IF(ANS.EQolHY)GO TO 10
GO TO 1000
C ............................... TRANSITION OPTION 4 ......
400 WRITE(IOUT,4OS)
405 FORHAT(//,IX,'4. RE-THETA DEPENDENTVJ/,IX, =
$ 'HIGHEST LAMINAR VALUE ?v)
READ( I I N, ** ERR=400, END=9999)W(14) J
410 WRITE(IOUTp415)
41 5 FOR_T(IX, ' LOWESTTURBULENTVALUE ?' )
READ( I IN, _, ERR=410_END=9999) W(20)
420 WRITE( IOUT,125)
READ( I IN_1_O, ERR=420•END=9999) ANS
IF(ANSoE_. HY)GO TO 10
GO TO 1000
C .............................. TR,_:SITION OPTION 5 .....
500 WRITE(lOUT,505)
505 FORMAT(//,lX,'5. MDAC'E TRANSITION." RE'THETA/',
$ '(XE*(RHO*V/MU)**.2) ',//,IX,
$ 'HIGHEST LAMINN_ VALUE ?')
READ(I IN, l, ERR=500,END=9999)W(14)
510 WRITE(lOUT,515)
515 FORHM(lXp'LO_EST TURBULENTVALUE ?')
READ(I IN, % ERR=510,END=9999) W(20)
520 WRITE(lOUT, 125)




GO TO 1000 OF POOR QUALITY
C .................. TRANSITION OPTION 6 ......
600 WRITE(IOU',_ 05)
605 FORHAT(II,1X,'6. NDAC-E TP_LE LOOK-UP'.II,IX, |
$ °OPTIONPL INPUT: (L)FULLY TURB/(L)TRAN ONSET°.
$ /..IX.. '_''_'" INPUT 1HE RATIO OF{0.0 "'""./.lX.
$ 'INPUT DESIRED 7o)
READ( I IN, i, ERR"609, END"9999) W(28)
610 WRITE(lOUT, 125)
READ(I IN. 130,ERI:_SI OeEND=g999)AN5
IF(ANSoEQ.IHY)GO TO 10
GO TO I000
C .............................. TRANSITION OPTION 7 ......
700 WRITE(IOUTp705)
705 FORMATC//wlX. O7. NAR RE VSo ME TABLE LOOK-UP°,
$ //.tX. mNO INPUT REQUIRED°)
710 WRITE( lOUT,125)
READ(I IN. 130. ERRm710.ENDn9999)ANS
IF(ANS.EQ. tHY)GO TO 10
GO TO 1000
C ............................... TRANSITION OPTION 8 ......
800 WRITE(IOUTI,805)
80.5 FORMAT(//.lXp°8. RE-THETA/ME DEPENDENTeA,//.lX.
$ OHIGHESTLAMINAR VN.UE t t)
READ(I IN_m.ERI_800. END'°9999)W(14)
810 WRITE(lOUT.B1.5)
81.5 FORI_T(lX. OLOWEST URBULENTVALUE ?o)
READ( I INpm.ERRm81O. END"9999) W(20)
820 WRITE( lOUT.125)
READ( I IN. 130. ERR=8204,END"9999) ANS
IF(ANS.EQotHY)GO TO 10
GO TO 1000
C ..................................... BAD OPTION .........
900 CONTINUE
WRITE( IOUT.91 O)
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4W SUBROUTINEWNDTUN OF POOR F_UAt.|iY
C






C NPTS = NUMBER OF TIME DEPENDENT T/_BLEENTRIES
C HAY USE DATA FROMPREVIOUSCASE iF JFKS " 1 OR 3
IF(JFKS.NE.1.AND.JFKS.NE.3)GO TO 9
NCM1=NC-1
1 WRITE( IOUTe2 ) NC,NCM1
2 FORMAT(1HlwtlS CASE ',i3_' WIND TUNNEL DATA SAMEAS ',





10 WRITE( lOUT,20) NPTS
20 FORMAT(///t' WIND TUNNEL OPTION',//,
$ ' INPUT STATIC TEMPERATUREAND PRESSUREAS A FUNCTION l,
$ tOF TIME. t_/, t TIME AND FREESTREAMVEL. ARE INPUT I,
$ 'IN TRAJ. DATAWITH ALTo SET • O.OI,/,1X
$ 6(' "'),12,' VALUES REQUIRED',6(' -'),/)
IF(MFLAG.EQ.O)WRITE(lOUT,30)
IF(MFLAG.EO.1 )WRITE(IOUT,31)
30 FORMAT(lX, 'T- iNF (R) pP- INF(LB/SFT) ')
31 FORMAT(1X, ' T- INF(K), P- INF(NEWTON/SODM) ' )
DO 1000 I=I,NPTS
40 WRITE( IOUT,50) I
50 FORMAT(!X, 12)
READ(I IN, _',ERR=40,END=g999)W(450+ I ) ,W( 500+1 )
1000 CONTINUE i
60 WRITE(lOUT,70) _.
70 FORMAT(tX, IARE ALL iNPUTS CORRECT?t) j:
READ(I I N,80, ERR=60,END=9999)ANS 'I
80 FORMAT(A1)






......................." .......' ................................................ 00000002-TSC13
SL_ROUTINE UNITS ORl_"*l'r'L"tf"i''_(IE 131
C OF PO_,__ (,_frAII I"Y
C ROUTINE FOR CONVERTINGTO HETRIC UNITS










WWW(I )'WW( I )
WW(I)'W(I)
1000 CONTINUE










1 WW(I )=W( I )*3.28084
DO 2 I-101,200
2 Wi_(I )-W( I )*3.28084
DO 3 1"401,450

















C OF POOR QUALITY
C ROUTINE TO CREATE INPUT FILE FOR L/U_IMIN
C
















C OBTAIN OUTPUTFILE NAMEANDOPEN
10 WRITE(lOUT,20)
20 FORMAT(1HI,IOX, OCREATEOUTPUT FILE°,//,lX,
$ °WHAT IS THE NAMEOF THE OUTPUTFILE TO BE CREATEDt o)
READ( I IN, 25, ERR=-1O, END=9999) FNAM4
OPEN( UN1"1"=8,F ILE=FNAM4,STATUS=oNEWo, ERR=8 c,88)
25 FORMAT(A20)
C WRITE r:'.TA TO OUTPUTFILE ACCORDINGTO PROGRAMINPUT CONTROL
C PARAME', • OF PREVIOUS CASE
26 CONTINUE
IF(JFKS.NE.O)C'_) TO (lO0,9999,]O_30,100,)O),JFKS
30 IF(TFLAG.NE.1)GO TO _
WRITE( IOUT,31 )NC
51 FORMAT(lX_.ODOYOU WISH TO CHANGETHE TITLE FOR CASE °,13)




40 FORI'_T(/,IX, tWHAT IS THE TITLE FOR CASE t,I],t ? t,SX,






C ................. TIMING PARN_ETERSANDPRINT CONTROL....
WRITE(8,60) (WW(I ), I=1,8)
60 FORMAT(5F20.3)
IF(JFKS.EQ.3.OR. JFKS.EQ.6)GO TO 100
C ............ NUMBEROF TIME DEPENDENTTRAJ TABLE ENTRIES --
WRITE(8,70) WW(.50)
70 FORMAT(3F20.),2F 10._ )
N=WW(.50)+.001
NT=_O+N








C ......................................... CASEDATA .......
C IF IZFLAG • 1 THEN THE ZERO VALUE FOR THE W MUSTBE PRINTED
I00 J-9
11o Js-1 !
120 IF(JS.GT.5)GO TO 130
IZFLAG-O
I F(J.GT.49.AND. J. LT.201 ) J•201
IF(J.GT. 210.AND. J. LT.261 ) J-261
IF(J.GT.?OO)GO TO 200
IF(J.EQ.641 ) J=J+l
| F(WW(J).EO.O .O.ARO.WWW(J ). NE.0.031ZFLAG,, I
I F(WW(J).NE.O.O.OR. IZFLAG. EQ.1 ) I S( JS)-J
. IF(J.EQ.G49.AND.WW(J).GT.O.O)GO TO 300 1
IF(WW(J).GT. IOOO.O.OR.WW(J).LT.I.0.AND.WW(J).GT.O.O)GO TO 400 i
IF(WW(J) .NE.O.O.OR. IZFLAG.EQ. 1 ) JS•JS+I _'
J=J+l
GOTO 120
C ......... WRITE CASE DATA TO OUTPUTFILE .........
.. 130 WRITE(O,80)(IS(K)wWW(IS(K))_K•I,5) e
: 80 FORMAT(5( 13, F9.4j 1X) )
81 FORMAT(5( 13, Fg.7p 1X) )
82 FORMAT(5(13, Fg. 1l, lX) )
i GOTO 110
_- C ......... WRITE PROGRAMINPUT OON'I'_OLPARAMETERSFOR CASE -='-
200 IS(JS)=641 !FI
!, WRITE(8e80) ( IS(K) _WW(IS(K ) ) pK=1wJS) '!
i,. C ....................... CHECKFOR STREN4LINE CASES......
IF(ISTRM, EQ.I)GO TO 500 I
:... 250 CONTINUE
IF ( I NSERT.EQ.O) JFKS=WH( 641 ) +. 0001
IF (JFKS"EQ'2)CLOSE(UN IT=8) il
RETURN
,_ C ...................... PRESSURECOEFFICIENT INPUT T/_LES ---
..... 300 CONTINUE
i' WRITE(8w80) (I S(K) ,WW(IS(K) )wK=1_,JS) I!
WRITE(8p90)NCPMT !'
v. 90 FORMAT(13)




C - OPTIONAL FORMATFOR WRITING CASE DATA TO OUTPUTFILE ......
. 400 CONTINUE
i IF(JS-1 .GE. 1 )WRITE(8,80) (IS(K),WW( IS(K]),K=I ,JS-1 )
i I F(WW(J) .LT. 1000. )WRITE(8,81) J, WW(J)
, I F(WW(J).GE. 1000. ) WRITE(8_82) J, NW(J)
J=J+l
GOTO 110
r C ...... COPY STRENvlLINE CASES FROMTEMPORARYSTREN4LINE FILE --
500 CONTINUE





IF(W(J1 ).EO. NNC-1)GO TO 510
NRITE (8.80) J6.W( J6]
GO TO 500
C CHOOSEPROGRAMINPUT CONTROLPARN4ETERFOR LAST STREN4.INE CASE
510 CONTINUE
WRITE( IOUTw520 )
520 FORMAT(//,IOX, t INPUT CONTROLFLP,GIw//_ d
$ IXptl. NEWCASE FOLLOWSUSING TITLEwTIMING AND TRAJ. tp
$ /j6XpIDATA FROMPREVIOUSCASEt,/p
$ lXwt2. END OF INPUT (LAST CASE)IJe
$ lX_t3o NEWCASE FOLLOWSUSIkG TRAJ.DATA FROMPREVIOUSww
$ tCASE, t_/w6XptNE'W TITLE ANDTIMING. INITIAL CASE DATA t•
$ tUNCHANGED,t J,
$ lXpt4. NEWCASE FOLLOWSUSING NEWTITLE, TIMING•TRAJ. t•
$ rAND CASE DATA.te/e6X, t(INITIALLY ZERO W ARRAY)t•/•
$ 1X• iS. SAMEAS ( 1) EXCEPTZERO ALL CASE DATA FROMt •
$ tpREVlOUS CASEt •/,
$ lX•t6. SANEAS (],) EXCEPT INITIALIZE ZERO ALL TIMING t•
$ rAND CASE DATAf,//,
$ 1X•tOPTION SELECTED_t)
READ( I !N, _pERR=.51OwEND=9999) _/(J6 )
WRITE_8•80) J6•W(J6)
CLOSE(UN11"=4•STATUS"tDELETEt)
NC=W(647 ] +. 0001
GO TO 250 ORiGiNAL PAC_ |_
8888 CONTINUE OF pOOR QUALrI"Y
! WRITE( IOUT•8889 ) FNAM4
I 8889 FORMAT(/plX• t CANNOTOPEN t •A20•/)
GO TO 10
t 9999 CONTINUE
CALL EXIT
END
C-46 iIf
f
00000002-TSD03
